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I. INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY
A dependable system of moderate-range communication isessential to
the success of modern, scheduled aerial transportation.The radio tele-
phone, utilizing controlled electromagnetic radiations for the transmission
of intelligence, is highly successful under most flight conditions and all
airplanes used in regular passenger transportation in the United States
are equipped with two-way radio telephone apparatus.This equipment
is employed not only for voice communication between the airplanes and
ground stations, but also as an aid to navigation when visibility is poor
and "contact" flight is not feasible. The navigational aids are of extreme
importance when flights are to be made in heavy weather and the com-
passes, altimeters, air speed indicators, and chronometers alone are not
adequate for the positive determination of location or the course of flight.
The radio aids fall in three general classes.Successful voice com-
munication with ground observers enables the pilot to allow for approxi-
mate wind errors and to know the limits of visibility from the ground.
The radio compass, utilizing the well-known directional properties of the
loop antenna, can be used as a "homing" device or to check location by
triangulation.The radio range, or beam, can be employed as a continu-
ous course marker, making possible the flight of an exact course between
two terminals.
These aids are successful in their operation during normal weather
conditions but at times when they are most needed, during heavy weather
with low visibility, they may become useless.Flight research has shown
that certain precipitation conditions accompanying atmospheric storms
cause large, high-speed, all-metal airplanes to become charged electrically
and subsequently to discharge to the surrounding atmosphere, producing
local radio disturbances of severe intensity.It has been found that these
charges are accumulated through a number of different mechanisms, and
that the discharge is a process of maintaining the potential of the airplane
at a value not greatly different from that of its surroundings.
Tests in flight and on the ground have indicated that these discharges
are the same as those which can be created by high, direct voltages im-
pressed upon point electrodes.An extensive study was made of the
nature of these discharges and of means available for controlling them.
The nature ofthe normal-frequency radio interference accompanying
point discharges was investigated both experimentally and analytically,
and good correlation was obtained between the experimental and pre-
dicted results.
The shielded-loop radio receiving antenna was found to exhibit, under8 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
most precipitationstatic conditions, a notable property of rejecting interference
and accepting desired signals.This characteristic was investigated ex-
perimentally and mathematically and again the experimental and theo-
retical performances checked closely.
It is suggested that a systematic electrical discharging arrangement
can be installed on airplanes to control effectively the accumulated
charges and to reduce the radio interference resulting from their dissipation
to the atmosphere.In a limited form, such discharging equipment has
been tested in flight and has been found to give promise of a high degree
of success.
As a result of some of the work reported in this bulletin, one of our
major airlines has installed on all of its transport airplanes a simple
trailing-wire discharging device.This trailing wire is so mounted that it
can be projected into its normal position when severe static conditions
develop and can be replaced economically when destroyed by contact
with the ground during landing operations.Although this device is very
simple and somewhat limited in its ability to discharge the airplane, it
has, nevertheless, given a good account of itself in a number of different
emergencies.
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III. THE RADIO COMPASS
In common with the magnetic and gyroscopic compasses, the radio
compass alone is not adequate for successful instrument, or "blind,"
flying. When it is used as a 'homing" device, the nose of the plane will
be maintained in such a position as constantly to point toward the radio
transmitter.In the presence of a cross wind, however, a rather devious
route may be flown, resulting in the airplane arriving at its destination in
a direction different from normal.If the magnitude of the cross wind is
known, the resultant drift can be compensated and the plane will remain
on its normal course. An off-course condition of serious character may
arise due to unreported heavy cross winds.
A method has been developed for the combined use of the magnetic
or gyro and radio compasses.This method is illustrated in Figure 1.
The course is to be flown in such a manner as to maintain a constant
angular relationship between the radio compass and the magnetic or gyro
compass. This angle is set when the airplane is in some known position
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Figure 1.Blind or instrument flying with combined radio and gyro or magnetic compasses.
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Figure 2.Radio compass calibration on Portland Range at Washougal, Washington.10 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
on the course and held constant throughout the flight.It will be observed
that if the actual course of flight deviates to right or left of the true
course,thedifferenceanglebetweentheradio and gyro ormagnetic
compass will change, indicating an off-course condition.This method
can be used to best advantage only when the radio compass is being
used as ahoming" device; that is, when the airplane is flying directly
toward the radio transmitter.
If two or more radio transmitters, located at some distance apart, can he
received on the radio compass, it is possible by triangulation to locate the posi-
tion of the receiver with a fair degree of accuracy.Since the airplane is
changing its position rapidly, however, such observations must be taken in rapid
succession if they are to give satisfactory results.
Due to reflections from the wings and fuselage of metal airplanes, the
radio compass requires a calibration chart showing the errors introduced when
receiving from different directions with respect to the axis of the airplane.
Such a calibration curve is shown in Figure 2.It is indicated that maximum
corrections of the order of six degrees are necessary in certain positions and
also that the farthest experimental point from the mean curve is approxi-
mately two degrees. This would tend to indicate that the radio compass may be
depended on to give indications having maximum error, when corrected for
direction with respect to the axis of the airplane, of approximately two degrees.
Several modifications of the radio compass are now available and a
few of them are quite highly developed.The simplest compass makes
use of the well-known directional properties of the loop antenna. When
a bearing is being taken, the ioop is so oriented as to give a null reading,
this position being considerably more accurate than that for a reading
of maximum signal intensity.
IV. THE RADIO RANGE
In the previous section it was indicated that it is possible to employ
the combined magnetic or gyro and radio compasses to fly a true course
regardless of cross winds. The technique involved, however, is not sim-
ple, and the desired radio transmitters upon which 'homing" directions
can be taken, frequently are not available.
A radio range, or beacon, system has been developed, which to a
large extent eliminates these objections.The type of low-frequency
range that at present is installed, or is superseding others, on the major
Figure 3. Antenna elevation in plane of towers.PRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 11
airways of the United States employs vertical-tower radiators so com-
bined into an antenn system as to produce definite directional patterns.
With reference to the diagram of Figure 3, if two vertical radiators,
a and b, are spaced apart a distance, d, and driven in phase opposition,
a useful radiation pattern is obtained.In the illustration the towers are'
spaced one-quarter wave length and the maximum resultant radiation is,
therefore, 41 per cent greater than that resulting from either radiator
independently.It is shown also that at a point midway between the two towers
there is zero radiation, and since vertical towers propagate a vertically polar-
ized wave, the area immediately above the pair of towers is devoid of radiation.
This point, therefore, may serve as a marker and is known as the "cone of
silence."
It will be observed that the waves combine as they do because of
two factors.They are, first, the separation between the radiators, and
second,thephasedifferencebetweenthedrivingvoltagesofthe two
radiators.For the condition shown in Figure 3, it is obvious that if both
waves were traveling in a direction normal to the plane of the towers,
they would have equal distances to travel in arriving at any given point,
and hence, would cancel each other completely.The result would be a
line of zero radiation intensity.
The field pattern obtained by such a pair of radiators is illustrated
by Figure 4.In this case the point, p, is any point on the horizon, the
locusof whichisacirclewithcenterattheradiators.Theradius
vector of each of the curves is proportional to the ideal field strength
radiated by the antenna in the direction of that vector.It will be noted
that for tower separations closer than approximately one-quarter wave
length, the field patterns are essentially circular.In every case the
radiations in the 90-degree and 270-degree directions are of zero intensity.
If the two radiators are not driven in exact phase opposition, a field
pattern such as that of Figure 5 may be obtained.In this case the tower
separation is one-quarter wave length and the driving phase difference
is 150 degrees.Equal currents are supplied to both radiators.It will be
observed that the radiation in the zero-degree direction is now much
stronger than that in the 180-degree direction and the axes of zero field
strength have been shifted from their former 90-degree and 270-degree
positions.As a means of comparison, the dashed circle indicates the
relative field strength of one radiator alone drawing the same current as
is supplied to each radiator in the combined pattern.These directional
patterns are readily analyzed and their equations are developed in Ap-
pendix I.It should be noted that these equations apply exactly only
when the radiators are operating on a flat, perfectly conducting plane.
The presence of buildings, towers, and mountains tends to alter consid-
erably the patterns obtained.
In the United States Department of Commerce Type TL radio range,
the above patterns are combined in pairs to obtain the desired courses.
Four radiators are erected on the corners of a rectangle in such a position
that their normal patterns lie at 90 degrees with respect to each other.
The resultant field pattern is that illustrated by Figure 6.In this case,
diagonally opposite towers are driven in phase opposition and the driving
energy is alternately switched from one pair of radiators to the other.
The radio carrier wave is modulated at a frequency of the order of 1,000
cycles per second, and is so keyed ordinarily that one pair of towers
radiates an "A" signal and the other radiates an interlocking "N." Ancy9O
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airplane, then, in position1 would receive a strong signal from the
radiators transmitting the "N," and no signal at all from the other pair
of radiators.If this airplane were moved around to position 2, it would
receive substantially the same signal from the "N" radiators as in the
first position and also weak signals from the "A" radiators. When in
position 3, the plane would be receiving signals of equal intensity from
both sets of radiators.Since the dot and dash of the "A" are interlocked
with the dash and dot of "N," the signal received in this position would
be essentially a continuous note of modulation frequency.This is the
Field Pot ter,
of W Loop
Plane in Position. / - . Stronq N 2 - -
3, (qu/signol
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Figure 6.Simple aural radio range.
on-course signal and is easily differentiated from the off-course, predomi-
nant "N" on one side changing to the "A" on the other side.
It is obvious that if simple equal-current, phase-opposition radiators
were employed for such a radio-range transmitter, the courses would lie
at 90 degrees with respect to each other and would, in general, be useful14 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
only in one direction.By driving the opposite towers in some phase
difference other than 180 degrees, as indicated in Figure 6, however, and
also by changing the signal strength in certain radiators by insertion of
resistances, it is possible to shift or bend these equisignal courses to any
desired position.In order to make possible the accurate final adjustment
of the course position, the energy is usually fed from the transmitter to
the radiators through a movable-primary transformer known as a gonio-
meter.This device enables the proper distribution of energy between
the two sets of radiators to obtain the exact course position desired.
In the new simultaneous type range a fifth radiator is employed,
making it possible simultaneously to transmit the range signals together
with weather information.In the elementary type itis necessary to
withhold range signals during periods of transmission of weather infor-
mation.
The above type of radio range is extremely successful over flat ter-
rain and gives a beam width of from 100 to 200 yards per mile of distance
from the radiators. Under normal conditions, the range signals with the
present amount of power are intelligible over distances of at least 100
miles. The equisignal courses, however, tend at times to bend in moun-
tainous terrain due to reflections and they may even break up into multi-
ple courses. This feature is, of course, highly undesirable, and the major
course must be flown enough times in good visibility to enable the dif-
ferentiation between the main and false courses.Certain weather condi-
tions have been known also to produce perceptible shifts in the range
courses.
The Civil Aeronautics Authority is at present carrying on extensive
experimental work with ultrahigh-frequency radio ranges. These signals
cover line-of-sight distances only but are found to remain very true and
to be reasonably free from most of the interference encountered by the
low-frequency signals.Valuable developments may be expected in this
field.
Itrsevident that a satisfactorily operating radio range would enable
the accurate flight of a given course under conditions of zero visibility.
The "cone of silence" markers, together with the low-power localizers,
enable the flight personnel to determine their exact position as well as
course of flight.The only other equipment then necessary to make
complete instrument flying successful is an adequate landing system.
These devices are now being developed and will be in general use within
the next few years.
V. RADIO INTERFERENCE
In heavy weather, particularly in violent squalls and in air-mass
fronts, it is especially important that the airways radio ranges and marker
beacons be operative. Under these conditions local cross winds of severe
intensity may tend to drive the airplane far from its course unless the
range signals can be received satisfactorily.Unfortunately, such weather
conditions are usually accompanied by some form of precipitation.There
may be snow, rain, dust, or frost crystals in the air.Experience has
shown that an airplane, particularly of the all-metal variety, flying into
such precipitation at speeds considerably above 100 miles per hour, in
general has all but its ultrahigh-frequency radio reception very seriouslyPRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 15
iuipaired.The interference may appear in any one of, or in a combina-
tion of, several different forms.
Since the early days of radio communication ithas been known that
electricaldischargesfromconductorsateitherloworhighvoltage
will produce local interference in receiving equipment.The making or
breaking of a low-voltage circuit will produce a shock disturbance in the
receiver.Low-voltage vibrating-type interruptors and machine com-
mutators may produce such a rapid succession of these shock disturb-
ances as to create a musical note in the receiver.High-voltage corona
discharges on conductors and insulators are known to create serious
radio interference(14).* On the airplane the high-voltage ignition system
of the engine must be shielded very carefully to avoid the introduction
of heavy shock interference into the receiving equipment.
In many of the above types of interference, the actual disturbance
occupies a relatively small part of the total time.Even though the
disturbing impulses may occur in rapid succession, their individual dura-
tion is so small as to leave relatively long intervals during which no
disturbance occurs.In the case of vibrating interruptors, commutators,
and alternating-current corona discharges, the undisturbed interval may
be of considerable magnitude relative to the disturbed interval.In such
cases, it is possible to build into the receiving equipment a very rapid
automatic volume control that will tend to bias the receiver to zero gain
during the interval for which the disturbance level is higher than that of
the carrier wave of the desired signal (4).The disturbance is thereby
caused essentially 'to commit suicide" within the receiving set, in that
the set is effectively turned off at the moment a noise impulse arrives and
is turned back on again during intervals between successive noise im-
pulses.The desired signal, therefore, comes through in an intelligible
form.
Some of the radio interference created by an airplane flying at high
speed into an area of precipitation is of such a type as to be susceptible
to improvement by noise-suppressor circuits. When the airplane is in a
light snow of relatively large individual flakes, the interference created
is generally of a typical low-frequency vibrator type.Such interference
could be removed by noise-suppressor circuits.When the flightis
through most forms of precipitation of normal density, however, the
interference created is of such a continuous character that no noise-sup-
pressor circuit at present available has any beneficial effect.The inter-
ference ranges in nature from a harsh, rasping sound in the headphones
to a varying, high-pitched musical note. The intensity frequently becomes
so high as to make necessary the reduction of receiver gain to a point
where the normal radio range signals, in the absence of interference,
could be read only a very short distance from the transmitter.
Such storm-static conditions may exist for only brief periods during
the passage through a precipitation area or, in the event of flight along
an air-mass front, they may exist for a matter of thirty minutes or more.
Under such conditions, the normal-frequency radio range cannot be read,
and no reception of voice communication from the ground or other air-
planes is possible.The flight personnel must, therefore, resort to dead
reckoning to maintain the course at a time when the radio navigational
aids are most essential.
Numbers in parentheses refer to Bibliography.16 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
VI. PRECIPITATION-STATIC FLIGHT RESEARCH
As airplanes became larger and speeds became higher, the precipitation-
static interference problem became more acute. A number of accidents
were attributable directly to airplanes being off-course due to their having
lost the radio range under storm conditions.Having then encountered
unreported squalls for which no correction could be made, they were
driven unknowingly into dangerous terrain.The hazard was recognized
by pilots as well as by administrative personnel and efforts were started
to attempt to solve the problem. At first it was thought that the inter-
ference was due to charged particles of precipitation impinging upon the
exposed radio antennas.In an effort to eliminate this difficulty, the
antenna conductors were covered with rubber insulation, but no improve-
ment was obtained.
It was reported by a number of pilots that under certain cold, dry-
snow and frost-crystal conditions the airplane windshields had been seen
to glow with a brush discharge.At times these brushes were reported
to become so severe as to give the appearance of the windshield sparking
over completely.Under these same conditions, the rubber deicers on the
leading edges of the airplane wings were observed to glow with brush
discharges, and at times to appear practically to spark completely across.
The tips of the propellers were observed to glow at times with a typical
St. Elmo's Fire.
These reports definitely established the existence of an electrical
charging mechanism that was causing insulated areas on the airplane to
attain very high potentials with respect to the ship itself.If that were
the case, it was reasonable to assume that by the same mechanism the
entire airplane was being charged to potentials considerably above that of
the surrounding atmosphere.It was further evident, since the insulated
surfaces, such as windshields and rubber deicers, were being charged to
potentials considerably above those of the airplane proper, that the poten-
tial of the ship was being held down by some form of discharge mechan-
ism.In other words, it appeared that the windshields and deicers were
discharging to the ship, adding to the charge it was receiving by similar
action, and the whole was discharging to the atmosphere.If such were
the case, at least one source of the observed radio interference was the
direct-current brush, or corona, discharge from sharp extremities of the airplane
to the atmosphere.
Recognizing this possibility, the United Air Lines Transport Cor-
poration led a cooperative, systematic study of the problem. A regular
ten-passenger, two-motor Boeing Type 247-D transport airplane was
withdrawn from passenger service and made available as a research ship.
A number of the seats were removed and a test bench for scientific
instruments was installed in their place. A partial view of the arrange-
ment is shown in Figure 7.
The exterior of the plane was equipped with a number of insulated
charge- and discharge-measuring electrodes,Those that gave the most
interesting results were as follows:
1. A short rod projecting from the side of the fuselage directly behind
the left propeller tips.
2. A sphere supported below the fuselage and behind the pitot stub.
3. A 30-inch pointed rod projecting from the nose of the plane ahead
into undisturbed air.PRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 17
4. An insulated plate in the form of an annular disk, conforming to the
streamlined shape of the nose of the plane.
5. Three pointed rods, each approximately 12 inches long, projecting
from each wing tip.
Figure 7.Interior view of precipitation-static research airplane showing synchronized graphic
recording milliammeters and current amplifiers.
6. A 30-inch pointed retractable rod extending rearward from the tail
of the ship.
The nose electrode and nose plate, wing-tip electrodes, and tail elec-
trode are illustrated in Figures 8, 9, and 10.Each of the various elec-
trodes was well insulated from the airplane and was connected through
conductors to a terminal board beneath the test bench inside the cabin.
The instruments used in determining the currents of charge and dis-
charge, and the polarity and character of these qualities were as follows:
1. Two highly sensitive vacuum-tube electrometers.
2. A cathode-ray oscillograph.
3. Three synchronized graphic-recording milliammeters, driven by a three-
element vacuum-tube ammeter.
4. A standard air-transport beacon receiver.
5. A special Bell Telephone Laboratories receiver equipped with
noise-suppressing circuit.
6. Various microammeters and auxiliary equipment.
The graphic recording instruments from which the most orderly data
were obtained, together with their driving vacuum-tube ammeter, are
shown in Figure 7.18 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
The airplane was also equipped with an intercommunication tele-
phone system that could be connected to the output of a radio receiving
set being driven by any one of the following antennas:
1. The standard "Belly V" beacon receiver antenna.
2. The short-wave transmitting antenna.
3. A shielded loop projecting beneath the fuselage of the plane and
located approximately on a line between the two engines.
4. A shielded loop in a streamlined housing above the nose of the
airplane.
5. A diagonal antenna extending from the end of horizontal fin to a
position approximately midway of the fuselage of the ship.
6. An interchangeable shielded loop or crossed dipole projecting for-
ward from the nose of the ship.
Neither of the last-named antennas could be employed at the time the
nose electrode and nose plate were in use.Most of these antennas are
illustrated in Figures 8 and 19.For a time a straight-wire antenna en-
closed in a nonconducting tube coated with a high-resistance conducting
compound was installed beneath and parallel to the fuselage of the
airplane.
In the early work an attempt was made to observe the charge and
discharge currents on indicating instruments and to correlate these cur-
rents with the radio interference observed on the different antennas.It
was soon learned, however, that the conditions change so rapidly that it
was not possible to take notes fast enough to obtain an accurate record.
Before many tests had been made it was observed that all of the
wire antennas gave approximately similar results.The one exception
was the antenna extending toward the rear of the ship and this one was
found to have a consistently higher noise-pick-up property than the others.
It was also observed that the shielded-loop antennas, in agreement with
previous tests, gave a noticeably higher signal-to-noise-pick-up ratio than
any of the wire antennas.
Since the standard "Belly V" beacon receiver antenna gave result
essentially as good as any of the wire antennas, it was used as the com-
parison standard throughout most of the tests.It was found that the
interference picked up by this antenna became severe as soon as any of
the pointed electrodes began to pass an appreciable current. When the
electrode currents exceeded the order of 5to15 microampercs, the inter-
ference in the "Belly V" became so intense as to make impossible the
reception of radio range signals even when relatively near the range
transmitter.
The discharge interference picked up by the shielded-loop antennas
was noticeably much less than that picked up by the "Belly V,' but when
the electrode currents approached orders of magnitude of 50 micro-
amperes or more, the loop interference became excessive.
VII. ELECTRIC CHARGE AND DISCHARGE RECORDS
In order todetermine something ofthe mechanism oftheairplane
chargeanddischargephenomena,thegraphic-recordingmilliammeters
were so connected as to obtain simultaneous records of three currents.
For some of the tests, the nose plate and nose and tail electrodes were
used, and for other tests the wing-tip and tailelectrodes were employed.Figure8.Nose electrode and nose plate installed on Boeing Type 247-D airplane for
precipitation-static research.
Figure 9.Left wing-tip electrodes installed on Boeing Type 247.D airplane for precipitation
static research.20 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
A great number of records were obtained by flights in different
types of precipitation in various cloud formations, and examples of these
records are given in Figures 11 to 16, inclusive. The record of Figure 11
is low in intensity, but is typical of those obtained under dry-snow con-
Figure 10.Retractable, pointed tail electrode installed on Boeing Type 247-1) airplane for
precil)itfltlon-stattC research.
ditions.It is indicated that the nose plate charged negatively, whereas
the nose and tail pointed electrodes discharged positively; that is, in the
case of the nose-plate record, the airplane was positive with respect to the
plate, while in the case of the nose and tail electrodes, the ship was nega-
tive with respect to the points.Since no appreciable ionization could be
taking place from the nose plate, it was obvious that this surface was
charged negatively by the precipitation in which the airplane was flying.
The points, however, since they would readily admit of ionization, were
discharging this negative electricity into the atmosphere.This was a
typical mechanism frequently observed in relatively stable dry-snow and
frost-crystal areas.
A somewhat similar record in Figure 12, giving only the nose and
tail electrode currents, shows the airplane discharging negative electricity
to the atmosphere. In this case the airplane was in a condition of moder-
ate snow that was not particularly dry.
An interesting condition is indicated by the recor(l in Figure 13. The
airplane was flying in moderate snow and then suddenly entered a region
of heavy snow toward the center of a cumulus cloud. The tail electrode
began discharging negative electricity rather heavily and the nose elec-PRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 21
trode inverted its polarity, indicating that negative electricity was flowing
from the region ahead of the ship, through the longitudinal conductors,
and out the tail of the airplane.This condition would indicate the pres-
ence of a high electrical voltage gradient within the cloud.It will be
observed that the airplane very suddenly emerged from that region into
one of reversed gradient, that is, the nose electrode was in a positive
region and the tail electrode in a relatively negative region.Another
slight reversal followed this condition and then the airplane settled down
to a discharge of negative electricity from both nose and tail electrodes.
These rapidly changing gradient conditions were experienced frequently
in all of the work, particularly in cumulus or heat clouds.The radio
interference accompanying high cloud-gradient conditions was always of
such a character as to give the effect in the head phones of running
through the entire musical scale.In the background there usually would
be an additional harsh, rasping type of interference.
A typical case of the airplane discharging heavily from all electrodes
on which measurements were being taken is recorded in Figure 14.The
veryconsistentcharacter ofthenegative-electricity discharge from both
wing tips and from tail electrode is shown.It will be noted that the
Figure 11.Airplane discharge currents: Nose plate, nose and tail electrodes.Upper, nose
plate; center, nose electrode; lower, tail.l'recipitation: dry snow.
Scales: Upper, 0.1; others, 10 inicroamperes per major division,8 Units per minute.
Airplane negative for negative deflections. Boeing 247-D plane.22 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
change of intensity of the discharge from any one electrode was accom-
panied by a similar change in the discharges from the other two elec-
trodes.It is obvious that the ship was being charged negatively very
strongly by some action of the precipitation in which it was flying.In
this case the precipitation was heavy snow. The uniform vertical deflec-
tions present at periodic intervals in each graph were created by a special
timing device and represent one-minute intervals.The radio interference
accompanying the discharge in this case was very severe and of harsh
character.
An interesting condition of high transverse gradients is illustrated in
the record of Figure 15.In this case the right wing was in an area that
was very strongly negative with respect to the area surrounding the end
of the left wing.Transverse currents of considerable magnitude were
flowing from wing tip to wing tip as a result of this short-circuiting
action.Near the end of the record a slight reversal of the gradient oc-
Figure 12.Airplane discharge currents: nose and tail electrodes. Above, nose; below, tail.
Precipitation: moderate snow.
Scales: 4 microamperes per major division, 8 units per minute.Plane negative for
negative deflection. Boeing 247-D plane.24 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
curred.It is interesting also that in this case the tail electrode was rela-
tively inactive.Its tendency was to alternate somewhat between negative
and positive discharges of relatively weak magnitude.
A condition different from any other so far discussed is brought out
in the record of Figure 16.In this case the nose plate was receiving
positive electricity at a time when both the nose and tail electrodes were
discharging negatively. A period of longitudinal gradient reversals affect-
ing only the ionization points also is brought out in this record.The
most interesting feature, however, is that the ionization electrodes were
indicating heavy negative discharges at a time when exposed surfaces,
represented by the nose plate, were receiving positive electricity.This
indicated charging mechanisms that were apparently considerably dif-
ferent from those in the other records. The precipitation into which the
airplane was flying was evidently either neutral or positively charged,
or the impact of the air foils upon this precipitation resulted in a positive
Figure 15.Airplane dIscharge currents: wing-tip and tail electrodes.Upper, right wing;
center, left wing; lower, tall.PrecipItation: dry, light snow.
Scales: 10 microamperes per major division, 8 Units per minute.Plane negative for
negative deflections. Boeing 247-D plane.PRECIPITATION-STATICRADIOINTERFERENCE 25
charge. The ship, however, was being charged negatively as indicated by
the negative rlischarges.This leads to the belief that the propeller action
in breaking up the heavy snowflakes was such as to create a resultant
negative charge on the airplane even though some positive charge was
being accumulated by contact of the air foils with the charged snowflakes.
A careful study of the discharge records leads to several rather defi-
nite and other somewhat obscure conclusions.Itis well known that
cloud masses can become heavily charged by some type of thermal
activity similar to that described by Simpson (5).When an airplane
flies into one of these charged areas it must gradually attain the potential
of that area, first by electric induction and later by actual contact with the
charged precipitation. A potential gained in such a manner would place the ship
at the same potential as the region in which it is flying, and hence would result
in no localized voltage gradients that would product corona discharges.
It has been shown that the airplane call become charged either posi-
tively or negatively with respect to its surrounding medium, the negative,
however, being predominant.This phenomenon indicates that the con-
tact with and breaking up of particles of precipitation by the air foils and
propellers result in charging the plane to a potential different from that
of the particles themselves. The extreme windshield and deicer potentials
observed at times indicate that contact with and breaking up of dry-snow
and frost-crystalparticlesresultinextremely high charge accumulations.
The record in Figure 16 indicates that the action of the air foils of the
propellers may be such as to produce negative charges on the airplane
from positively charged or neutral precipitation.
In large storm areas, where the precipitation is rather general and
Figure 16.Airplane discharge currents: nose plate, nose and tail electrodes.Upper, nose
plate; center, nose electrode; lower, tail.Precipitation: heavy snow, center of cloud.
Scales: Upper, 0.1; others, 4 microamperes per major division, 8 units per minute.
Plane negative for negative deflections. Boeing 247-D plane.26 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
where the vertical air currents are not pronounced, a reasonably uniform
charging condition may exist.At such times the airplane will attain a
high negative potential with respect to the surrounding atmosphere and
will discharge continuously. In squally conditions, notably in heat clouds,
however, the charged areas are not at all uniform.The airplane may,
therefore, fly from an area of low charge to one of much higher potential
in a very brief period of time and, in so doing, the ship must be brought
to the potential of the new region.This change will result in heavy
corona discharges of short duration between the plane and the higher-
potential region into which it is flying.Subsequently, as the ship leaves
this high-potential region and enters one of lower potential, the reverse
operation will take place; that is, the ship will discharge its higher voltage
to the lower potential region.Most of the high longitudinal gradients
illustrated in the records were due to conditions of this character. The
so-called "crying" or musical-note static in the radio receivers was ob-
served to accompany these particular conditions, and it will be shown in
the section, "High-Voltage Direct-Current Point Discharges," that positive
corona discharges under many conditions characteristically produce this
type of interference.Under certain rather critical conditions, the nega-
tive discharges also will produce the musical-note interference.
In order to determine the ability of the propellers to produce electrical
charges by breaking up water particles, the test airplane was subjected to
a spray test on the ground. The left motor was allowed to operate at
approximately normal speed and a stream of water from the Portland,
Oregon, city supply was directed into the propeller.It was observed
that the electrode mounted behind the propeller indicated the accumula-
tion of a positive charge. When the same test was made at Cheyenne,
Wyoming, the electrode indicated a charge but this time of reversed
polarity.This characteristic indicates that the breaking up of water
particles by propeller action may produce charges in a manner similar
to that observed when drops of water are allowed to fall into a vertically
rising air current.
A number of years ago some experiments were performed in the
ElectricalEngineering laboratoriesof Oregon State College whichindi-
cated that if the salt content of the water that was allowed to drop into
the rising air current were less than approximately two parts per million,
the spray that was blown from the water drops during their fall through
the air current would be negatively charged.The droplets themselves
attained a positive charge. When the salt content was increased, a point
was reached at which no charging action took place.If the salt content
were further increased the polarities were reversed; that is, the spray
would attain a positive charge and the water droplets a negative charge.
This experience lends strength to the belief that the propellers, in break-
ing up certain types of precipitation, are largely responsible for the
charges accumulated on airplanes.Further substantiation of this belief
is brought out by the fact that a large, all-metal airplane in a "power
stall" is reported to give heavy radio interference when in bad static
regions, whereas a "dead stall" in the same region results in a marked
reduction of the radio interference.
It was found that the discharge currents under practically all flight
conditions fluctuate very rapidly.Some of the observations indicated
transverse currents as great as one milliampere, and discharges from thePRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 27
tail electrode approaching the same order of magnitude were recorded on
a few rather extreme occasions.
The characteristic Saint Elmo's Fire discharge, so frequently re-
ported as being observed during the hours of darkness at the propeller
tips, is undoubtedly due to two elements. The first is that these propeller
tips are very sharp, and since they extend out a considerable distance
from the shielding influence of the fuselage and wings, they constitute
excellent discharge points.The second is that due to the very high
peripheral speeds of these propellers, as well as their pitch, a low-pressure
region exists near the tips.Since ionization occurs much more readily at
low absolute pressures than in the normal atmosphere, the discharges
would take place in these regions at reduced potentials.
Two of the general types of cloud formations in which flight tests
were made are shown in Figures 17 and 18.The cumulo-nimbus, or heat
cloud, of Figure 17 was of the violently agitated type, resulting in rapid
changes from one type of charging action to another.Practically every
type of charge is represented in such a cloud when tests are flown at
various levels. The heavy rain and snow near the lower edge of the cloud
is predominantly positive, while the light, drier snow in the upper part of
the cloud usually releases negative charges upon contact with the frontal
surfaces of the airplane.
The photographinFigure18illustratesa conditionfrequentlyen-
countered in cross-country flight.The airplaneisin a clear region be-
Figure 17.Moderately charged cumulo-nimbus cloud, Lower Willamette Valley, Oregon.28 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
tween two moderately heavy overcasts.In this position the range signals
cart be received clearly because there is no precipitation, and hence no
static other than the occasional crash variety due to localized atmospheric
discharges more or less distant from the plane.In both the lower and
upper overcasts, however, there was a moderate amount of snow and
frost and the accompanying radio interference was considerable.
The influence of size and speed of aircraft on the charging action
observed in precipitation areas and hence the influence of these same
factors on the radio interference created is pronounced. The larger and
faster craft, since their frontal areas are larger and their speeds are
greater, make contact with more particles of precipitation per unit of
time than (10 the smaller ships.The result is a definitely higher charge
and discharge rate, together with a greater volume of interference.The
broad wing spans and great axial lengths of the larger ships cause them
to span greater areas and hence to create greater disturbances in the
regions of high-voltage gradients.
Since various areas on the airplanes experience such pronounced
charging actions under certain storm conditions, it is evident that very
thorough bonding should be practiced between all parts of the airplane.
Occasions have arisen in which the cowling about the engines has become
disconnected electrically from the nacelle.Under this condition, radio
interference of severe character is produced when the shipis flown
through precipitation areas.The cowling repeatedly charges up and
thieii discharges through sparks to nearby bonded metal parts.
Figure 18.Between two moderately heavy overcasts, Siskiyou Mountains, California.
Altitude 12,000 feet.PRF:CTPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 29
Any exposed insulating surfaces, such as the windshields, the dcicers,
insulating housings over radio loops, and the exposed landing wheel tires,
will, under certain conditions as outlined previously, accumulate electric
charges that will dissipate themselves in the form of sparks to nearby
metal supports.This condition can be alleviated only by causing the
surfaces of the offending elements to provide a leakage path to nearby
bonded metal parts.It is interesting to observe that the ice caps, which
under certain precipitation conditions will form on the leading edges of
the air foils, can have charges developed on their exposed surfaces.Since
the ice accumulated at high altitude forms a very exceltent insulator, the
ice cap creates, in effect, a localized insulated area similar to the wind-
shields and plain rubber deicer boots.
VIII. HIGH-VOLTAGE DIRECT-CURRENT GROUND TESTS
The rapidly fluctuating character of the voltages encountered in the
flight tests indicated the desirability of making tests on the airplane with
more accurately controlled voltages.It was felt that flight conditions
might be simulated by mounting the plane on insulators and charging it
to a sufficiently high direct potential to cause exposed points to go into
corona.Information had been obtained on the magnitudes of discharge
currents to be expected under storm conditions and the type of radio
interference created had been observed carefully.It was felt that if
these same conditions could be developed on the ground under accurately
controlled conditions, much more consistent results could be obtained.
In line with these thoughts, the research airplane was taken to Oak-
land, California, and mounted on high-voltage insulating supports in one
of the large hangars at the Oakland Airport.Figure 19 illustrates the
ship set up on insulators for the high-voltage direct-current tests.Ade-
quate insulation was provided to prevent the appearance of any brush
discharges from the landing gear and wheels toward the concrete floor.
An improvised high-voltage rectifier, Figure 20, utilizing X-ray equip-
ment, was assembled and adjusted to give a maximum potential of
approximately 100,000 volts to ground.The circuit employed for this
rectifier is given in Figure 21.It will be observed that with this arrange-
ment it is possible to obtain from a transformer developing 50 kv peak,
an output voltage, either positive or negative with respect to ground, of
100 kv dc.The principal advantage of thiscircuitisthat the maximum
inverse potential applied to either high-vacuum tube is the same as the
output potential, and furthermore, it is necessary to use a transformer
having a rating of only 50,000 volts, line to ground.
With a potential of the order of 50,000 volts applied to the airplane,
conducting surfaces connected to ground were brought up into close
proximity to the various discharge points mounted on the airplane.
Observers inside the cabin noted that currents of the same order of magni-
tude could be drawn from these points by this arrangement as were
obtained in flight.They observed, furthermore, that the radio interfer-
ence created by such discharges was of exactly the same character as that
which had been noted during the flight tests.
Following these preliminary tests, arrangements were made to sus-
pend conducting points from thetailelectrode of theship toward the
concrete floor for a series of discharge tests.It was felt that if theFigure 19. Boeing Type 247-D research airplane on insulating supports for high-voltage
direct-current corona discharge tests.
Figure 20.High-voltage rectifier for energizing airplane in corona discharge tests.
Capacity: 100,000 volts, line to ground.PRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 31
concrete floor were used as the ground planc, the currents would dis-
tribute so widely and return to the generator through such a broad con-
ducting medium as to prevent the creation of disturbances in the radio
antennas due to these currents.
For the first series of tests, a 0.25-inch steel rod was sharpened with
a rather long taper and was suspended 11 inches from the concrete floor.
High-voltage ignition conductor was used for the support in order to
eliminate the possibility of corona discharges from the conductor itself.
The tail electrode was well-covered with rubber insulating tape to prevent
Figure 21.Rectifier Circuit usedinairplane ground tests.
+
it from going into corona.Observations made during the hours of dark-
ness indicated that no visible discharges were taking place from any part
of the plane other than the point where the discharge was desired.For
the first tests, no resistance was placed in the discharge lead and the
radio beacon receiver was connected to the "Belly V" antenna.
A local signal generator was employed to create a background carrier
wave, for which the beacon receiver was tuned, which was modulated at
a frequency of approximately 1,000 cycles per second.It was so located,
together with the gain setting of the radio receiver, as to produce a recti-
fied outputinthe headphone circuit of0.5 microampere.For alltests,
the receiver gain setting was kept at approximately the same point and
a signal of 0.5 microampere was obtained by so locating the local signal
generator as to produce the desired output.
Since most of the flight work had indicated that the ship was dis-
charging negative electricity, the first ground tests were made with the
point negative with respect to the concrete floor. The results of the tests
with this arrangement are given in Appendix V, Table 2, and are illus-
trated by the curves in Figures 22 and 23.These curves indicate that the
maximum discharge current obtained was 110 microamperes and that the
accompanying radio noise was severe only in the lower regions.This
characteristic was checked many times and it was found that even though
considerable current was being discharged, no appreciable interference
was produced except at the highest values of current and again for cur-
rents of the order of less than 20 microamperes.At approximately 13
microamperes the radio interference was extremely severe. The character
of the noise produced in the headphones was very similar to that observed
in flight tests.32 E.NGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
The radio receiver was then connected to the lower shielded-loo1)
antenna antI another set of data taken.These data are given in Table 2
and it will be observed that no interference was created except at the
low-current point referred to above.The interference at this point was
not of a severe magnitude although it was definitely noticeable.This
result again checked the flight-test data very accurately.It had been
observed in storm flying that the shielded loop had much better signal-to-
noise ratio pick-up characteristics than the open antennas, and here again
exactly the same characteristics were exhibited.It was now thought
that the ground tests were probably a very good check on the flight tests
because the same orders of magnitude of currents, the Saul e type of inter-
ference, and the same selectivity of the shielded loop over the open an-
tennas were observed.
It was felt that the rather large backing of the rod point was produc-
ing a shielding action that was influencing the characteristics at the
higher voltages.Accordingly, a 7.5-inch length of tungsten wire with a
diameter of 0.007 inch was suspended from the same support with the
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Figure 22. Airplane discharge characteristics for rod electrode.Potential vs. current and
radio noise.Discharge electrode: vertical rod, 0.25 in: diameter, pointed,
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spacing reduced to three inches.The polarity of the ship remained nega-
tive and the same local signal generator output was maintained as pre-
viously.The results of the tests on this electrode are given in Tables 3
and 4.It will be observed that the maximum currents were of the order
of 580 microamperes and the radio interference as obtained from the
lower, or "Belly V," antenna was severe throughout the entire voltage
range. The shielded loop in this case also gave considerable interference
for the higher current values, tapering down to relatively low interference
atthe lower voltages.The curves in Figures 24 and 25 illustrate these
data graphically. Again it will be noted that the shielded loop provides a
very favorable signal-to-noise ratio over the open antennas.
By charging the airplane to a relatively high potential, and then cut-
ting off the rectifier,it was possible to allow the charge to leak down
slowly and thereby to obtain a number of points for currents lower than
those obtained for the lowest voltage setting of the rectifier.These
points are presented graphically in Figure 25, and it will be noted that
below 50 microamperes the interference on the open antenna decays to
zero with no characteristic high peaks as were observed in the case of
the pointed rod.
A resistance of 28 megohms was then connected in series with the
discharge point and further tests were made.The data obtained with
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Figure 23.Airplane discharge characteristics for rod electrode.Current vs. relative
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this arrangement are presented in Tables 3 and 4, Appendix V, and in the
curve of Figure 25.It will be observed that the insertion of resistance
reduced the interference for a given discharge current to a marked degree.
The interference pick-up of the shielded loop was actually reduced to zero
throughout the entire range of currents observed. Although some inter-
ference was still obtained from the open antenna, a marked improvement
in its performance was produced.
These results immediately suggested the possibility of using in flight
some type of trailing discharge conductor. The flight tests had indicated
that the interference problem could be solved only by preventing the
charging of the airplane to potentials greatly different from those of the
surrounding atmosphere, or by dissipating these charges without disturb-
ing the radio receiver.It was obvious that if the potential of the aircraft,
by means of some discharging device, could be maintained at a value near
that of the surrounding atmosphere, then no corona discharges could
take place except in the event of passing through high-gradient regions
where the airplane effectively is short-circuiting high differences of poten-
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tial.Since these latter conditions are only transient in their character,
they are not particularly objectionable. This trailing-wire discharger, with high-
resistance impulse suppressors, has been tried in flight and found to be very
beneficial under certain conditions.
At least one large air transport corporation has installed such trailing-
wire devices on all of its transport airplanes and has found them to be of
material assistance in combating the precipitation-static problem. In this case,
the trailing wires are contained in small cartridges and can be released
from the tail of the airplane when severe static conditions arise.Nor-
mally, they are totally enclosed and hence are not subject to mechanical
fatigue and failure when not in use.
After a satisfactory amount of negative-polarity data had been ob-
tained, the rectifier was reversed and provisions were made for obtaining
positive-discharge data.Because of the very much greater sparking dis-
tance of point-to-plane electrodes with point positive than with point nega-
tive, it was necessary to increase the spacing between the end of the fine
tungstenwireandtheconcretefloorfrom3inchesto7.5inches.
Otherwise, the set-up employed was exactly the same as for the negative
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Figure 25.Airplane discharge characteristics for wire electrode.Current vs. relative
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tests.The data obtained from these tests are given in Tables 5 and 6,
Appendix V. Some very peculiar characteristics were noted.Reference to
the curves of Figure 26 will show that as the potential of the ship was
raised siowiy from 30 kv to 75 kv, the interference received by the open
antennas, regardless of the fact that the current had risen to over 120
microamperes, was practically zero. Then, very suddenly the interference
jumped to a high value, and as the voltage was further increased, con-
tinued on to still higher values.Observations of the discharge point
indicated that prior to the sudden burst of interference the discharge was
in the form of a very fine point of localized ionization. At the instant the
interference started, a long ionized streamer was observed to burst out
from the end of the discharge electrode.
Again, the shielded loop gave results similar to its previous perform-
ance in that its noise pick.up was vastly less than that of the open an-
tennas. No positive-polarity data were taken on the pointed-rod electrode.
A different analysis of the positive-discharge data is given by the
curves of Figure 27.It is shown that in this case the interference picked
up by the open-wire antenna jumped from practically nothing at all to a
very high value at approximately 110 microamperes. As the current was
further increased to 190 microamperes, the interference followed a rather
devious but increasing path. When the current was allowed to die out,
by reducing the voltage on the ship, the interference remained fairly high
on down to low values of discharge current. These characteristics brought
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Figure 26. Airplane discharge characteristics for wire electrode 7.5 in. from concrete floor.PRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 37
out the fact that the presence of ionization streamers was responsible to
a considerable extent for tl1e radio interference produced by the positive
corona discharges.This phase of the subject is treated in detail in the
section, "High-Voltage Direct-Current Point Discharges."
Again the insertion of a discharge resistance of 28 megohms resulted
in a marked improvement in the radio noise characteristics.Curve 2
(solid) of Figure 27 illustrates the improvement obtained by the use of
resistance.This curve is for decaying currents and represents ionized-
streamer discharges from the highest to the lowest values.Again, it will
be observed from Curve 2 (dotted) of Figure 27 that the resistance com-
pletely eliminated the noise pick-up of the shielded ioop.
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IX. COORDINATED LABORATORY AND
ANALYTICAL STUDIES
The data obtained from the ground tests on the research airplane
emphasized the necessity for additional basic studies in three different
fields.The first subject requiring investigation was that of the character
of high-voltage direct-current point discharges. The data so far obtained
had indicated an erratic behavior of the interference produced by point
discharges.It was felt that a comprehensive study of the subject should38 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BiJLLETIN No. 10
be made in order to understand better the nature of the controlling factors
in this type of discharge.
The second subject requiring intensive study was the mechanism of
the radio interference produced by corona discharges from point elec-
trodes and the nature of the noise-suppressing influence of resistors and
inductors in discharge circuits.
The third subject was an extensive study of the characteristics of
antennas, particularly the shielded loop, with a view to determining the
reason for its noise-rejecting properties and further improving this prop-
erty if possible.These subjects were taken up in the above order and
they will be discussed in subsequent sections.
X. HIGH-VOLTAGE DIRECT-CURRENT POINT DISCHARGES
The point-discharge study was undertaken in considerable detail.It
was soon learned that the type of discharge obtained was dependent very
largely on the geometry of the point employed, and that the radio inter-
ference accompanying the ionization was very definitely a function of the
discharge characteristics.The maximum potentials required were of the
order of 50 kv dc and it was essential that the voltage ripple be reduced
to a minimum. The currents involved were of the order of microamperes
and, since it was desired to record by means of the Duddell oscillograph
both the discharge current and the accompanying radio interference, it
was necessary that a current amplifier be employed.In recording the
radio interference on this oscillograph, it was necessary to provide only
an impedance-matching transformer between the low-frequency output of
the radio set and the vibrator circuit.
The general test circuit employed is given in Figure 28. A full-wave,
high-vacuum rectifier was employed for the high-voltage generator, and
a loading capacitance of one microfarad was used to reduce the voltage
ripple. The output voltage of the rectifier was determined by sphere gaps
used within their proper polarity range and correlated with the voltmeter-
coil instrument, designated as V on the diagram. A high-voltage vacuum-
tube voltmeter also was employed for voltage measurements.
A two-stage linear vacuum-tube amplifier employing a Type 57 and a
GE Type FP 110 tube was constructed.This is a resistance-coupled
amplifier, and by means of a proper setting of the bias voltage, E,,it was
possible to utilize the amplifier over its entire range for either positive
or negative polarities on the point,P.It was convenient, by connecting
the deflector-plates of a cathode-ray oscillograph across R1, R2, or R3, to
obtain wave-form checks against the indications of the Duddell oscillo-
graph.These checks, as summarized in Table 15, indicated that this latter
oscillograph was responding with a satisfactory degree of accuracy.In
the case of steep-front impulses of current or radio output, this oscillo-
graph gave somewhat erroneous peak indications, and the vibrators
displayed a minor tendency to fall into damped oscillations at their natural
period.These characteristics, however, were not at all confusing.
The capacitanceC2was necessary to prevent feed-back oscillations in
the amplifier circuit.
To examine the radio interference created by discharges from the
point P to a plane, the conductor connecting this plane to the short-
circuiting switch aroundA1andR1was carried once around the loop an-.
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tenna of a Western Electric radio field-strength measuring set tuned for
approximately 900 kilocycles.(7)The position of this coupling loop was
so adjusted that no difference in radio output was observed whenR1was
introduced or short circuited. The coupling was sufficiently loose to pre-
vent the oscillations set up in the antenna circuit of the field-strength
set from feeding back into the current amplifier and giving erroneous indications
in the amplifier output.
1. Types of discharges.As the point-discharge studies progressed,
it was observed that when the point is positive with respect to the ground
plane, there are three distinct types of discharges to be obtained. These
discharge types are dependent on the geometry of the point employed and
are illustrated in Figure 29.Type 1is characteristic of the discharge
obtained throughout the range of voltages available, from a sharp, slender
point.In total darkness a small bead of ionization is visible at the end
of the point and a tapering sheath of ionization extends for a short dis-
tanceback fromthepoint. An extremelyinterestingcharacteristicof
this type of discharge is that no normal-frequency radio interference ac-
companies it.
The discharge indicated as Type 2 is characteristic of that obtained
from points that have a rather acute angle of backing; thatis,in general,
if the angle made by the surface of the point with its center line is approxi-
mately 30 degrees or less and the point is carefully polished, this type of
discharge will nearly always occur.It may be described as a long, sharp,
ionized needle extending a considerable distance out from the point, and
the current accompanying it for a given voltage is characteristically high.
The radio interference produced by this type of discharge is severe and
is characteristically harsh.
The type of discharge practically always obtained from a rough point
or one that has a rather blunt backing, such as a conical point with sides
making an angle of 60 degrees with the center line, is that illustrated as
Type 3 in Figure 29.In this case there is a typical bead of ionization
adjacent to the point proper, and then a rather slender stem extending
below the bead for a short distance before the discharge blossoms into
a broad plume. The current drawn by this type of discharge is in general
the lowest of the three and the radio interference produced has a charac-
teristic musical note.The pitch of this note may run from the order of
several thousand cycles per second clown to less than 100 cycles per 5cc-
oncl and is exactly similar to that described as being observed under
certain conditions in airplane flight tests.It would appear, then, that at
least Type 2 and Type 3 discharges occur from airplanes in flight under
certain storm conditions.
2. Oscillograms. Oscillographic records of point-discharge currents
and the accompanying radio disturbances bring out a number of inter-
esting and fundamental characteristics.The oscillogram of Figure 30
shows the discharge-current and radio-noise characteristics of a 60-degree
positive point, spaced 10.2 centimeters from the ground plane and operat-
ing at a potential of 15.2 kv.The average current, as indicated by a
D'Arsonval instrument, was 2.0 microamperes.The scales were such
that the current zero line blends in with the actual current wave between
the inipulse peaks.The timing wave employed was 1,000 cycles pera
TYPE I TYPE 2 TYPE 3
Point.. Sharp, slender Point. No.0 steel needle. Point: Sixty-degree conical
urrent:42.5MUA current:4a0MUA Current: 415 MUA
Ftgnre 29.Direct-current corona discharges.Electrodespoint to plane.Polarity :positive. Spacing: 10.2 cm. Voltage: 44.0 kv.42 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
second, and it will be observed that the average frequency of the current
impulses was approximately 500 cycles per second.
It is important to note that the radio-noise surges occur exactly in
synchronism with the current impulses, there being no radio output during
the intervals of steady current flow.These current impulses, when
viewed on the screen of a cathode-ray oscillograph employing a high-
speed sweep, are very similar to those of an impulse generator.Figure
40 contains typical cathode-ray oscillograms of both the positive and the
negative discharges.The individual steep.front impulses superimposed
upon a steady direct current are shown in detail.Curve 1 of Figure 49 is
typicaloftheindividualimpulses.Itisevidentthattheseimpulses
create the interference response in the radio receiving equipment.This
subject will be treated further in the section "Nature of Radio Interference
Arising from Corona Discharges." The actual positive discharges used
for the above oscillograms were of Type 3.
Figure 30.Direct-current corona discharge characteristics.Electrodes 600 point to plane;
spacing, 10.2 cm.Point positive, plane grounded; E = 15.2 kv., I = 2.0 microamp.
Upper, radio noise; lower, current with zero line. Timing wave: 1,000 cycles.
When the voltage on the same point was increased to 38 kv, the
current increased to 28.3 microamperes, and the radio noise and current
appeared as is shown in the oscillogram of Figure 31.The individual
impulse character is still present in the current wave, but the impulses
are spaced much more closely, the frequency now being of the order of
2,200 cycles per second. The radio interference, although somewhat irreg-
ular in character, has the same general frequency as the impulses in the
discharge current.The slightly wavy zero line was due to a parasitic
voltage picked up by the highly sensitive amplifier employed in the
work.
Throughout the investigation, it was observed that the periodicity of
the current impulses was a function not only of the current being dis-
charged from the point, but also of the type of point employed.In gen-
eral, increased currents were accompanied by higher impulse frequencies,
but occasions were observed when the impulse frequency actually de-
creased as the current was raised to higher values.Atmospheric condi-
tions were also observed to have a definite influence on this characteristic.PRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 43
When the electrode was changed from a 60-degree to a 45-degree
point, the discharges obtained were some*hat unstable in that they would
occasionally shift back and forth from Type 2 to Type 3.The 45-degree
point is on the border line between the geometry which consistently gives
the Type 3 discharge and that which gives Type 2.The oscillogram of
Figure 32 was taken with this point operating at 43.5 kv to the grouid
plane.The moment the exposure was made, an observer reported that
Figure 31. Direct-current corona discharge characteristics. Electrodes: 6Opoint to plane;
spacing, 10.2 cm.Point positive, plane grounded; E = 38.0 kv., I = 28.3 microamp.
Upper, radio noise; lower, current with zero line. Timing wave: 1,000 cycles.
Figure 32. Direct-current corona discharge characteristics. Electrodes: 45° point to plane;
spacing, 10.2 cm.Point positive, plane grounded; E = 43.5 kv., I = 42-47 microamp.
Upper, radio noise; lower, Current with zero line. Timing wave: 1,000 cycles.
the discharges changed from Type 3 to Type 2, and the record of this
change is given on the oscillogram.The typical high-frequency succes-
sion of current impulses produced by the Type 3 discharge is indicated in
the first part of the oscillogram.On three occasions, however, there
were breaks indicating that a change in discharge type was about to occur.
Near the end of the oscillogram this change did occur, and the irregular
current wave and associated radio interference typical of the Type 2Figure 33.Direct-current corona discharges.Electrodes: double, 6Opoint to plane; spac-
ing, 10.2 cm. Polarity: positive.Current: 48.3 microamp. Voltage: 44.0 kv.
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discharge are shown in the last one-third of the record.It is indicated
that there was a distinct change in the character of the radio interference
in that the definite periodicity of the output impulses was largely gone.
It is also of interest that the current increased from 42 microamperes
during the Type 3 discharge to 47 microamperes during the Type 2 dis-
charge.For this type of discharge also, the cathode-ray oscillograph
indicated that the current was made up of a steady ion-migration com-
ponent plus superimposed impulses.In this case, however, these im-
pulses do not occur periodically, but appear at random and sometimes
are actually superimposed upon each other.
At this point in the work, some question arose as to whether or not
the high-frequency pulsation character of the currents indicated by the
oscillograms, for particular types of discharges, actually had occurred in
the discharges themselves or were a characteristic of the circuit used in
the measurements.In order to answer this question, a double, 60-degree
point was made up in the form shown in Figure 33. The two points were
similar, although not exactly the same, and were sufficiently close to-
getlier to create a certain amount of mutual interference between their
individual discharges.It was felt that if the circuit were responsible for
the definite periodicity of the current impulses, then this type of double
discharge would give the same result as a single individual discharge.
The oscillogram of Figure 34, however, which shows a very definite beat
or heterodyne action in the current ripple, indicates that each point had
its own individual impulse frequency and that the two were sufficiently
different to produce a pronounced beat in the resultant current ripple.
The circuit thus was shown to be responding with a good degree of
accuracy.
It has been stated that the Type 1 discharge that is obtained from
sharp, slender positive points is free from radio interference.This char-
acteristic is illustrated by the oscillogram of Figure 35.The radio output
is shown to have contained no interference whatever, while the current
wave shows a number of very small impulses.These disturbances were
evidently not sufficiently great to create any interference in the radio
receiving set when tuned for normal frequencies.
After the earliest types of points had been subjected to a rather com-
plete study under positive polarity conditions, the high-voltage generator
was reversed and thestudies were repeatedfornegativepolarities.It
was soon learned that all types of points, when of negative polarity, give
discharges having essentially the same visual appearance. They seem similar
to the type obtained for a positive sharp, slender point. A comparison
betweenthe Type1'dischargeobtainedonnegativepolarityandthe
Type 3 obtained when positive, for the same identical point, is given in
Figure 36.It will be noted that the glow at the point of the electrode is
very intense and restricted in the negative case, and that the current is
approximately 20 per cent higher than for the same voltage when positive.
Microscopically, the Type 1' discharge negative is different from the
Type 1 positive when the negative discharge is obtained on anything but
the sharp, slender point.On the bluntly backed point, the negative dis-
charge appears to be a very small but intense, localized plume of ioniza-
tion in contrast to the very much larger but less intense Type 3 discharge
obtained when the same type of point is of positive polarity. As brought
out later, there is a very fundamental difference between the negative46 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETINNo. 10
discharges from sharp, slender points and those from the bluntly backed
type of points.
The radio interference produced by the negative discharges was very
erratic in its character for all types of points except the sharp, slender one
illustrated in Figure 29.In this case, again, no perceptible interference
was produced within the range of voltages available for the test.
The oscillogram of Figure 37 compares with that of Figure 30, with
the difference that the former is negative and the latter is positive. The
currents and voltages were of the same order of magnitude and identical
points were used for both.It is shown that the negative discharge cur-
rent, in common with the positive as illustrated in Figure 30, is made up
of a continuous value with a superimposed high-frequency series of small
impulses. The frequency of these impulses is of the order of 2,000 cycles
Figure 34.Direct.current corona discharge characteristics. Electrodes: double 6Opoint
to plane; spacing, 10.2 cm.Point positive, plane grounded; E = 33.0ky,I 26.0
microamp.Upper, radio noise; lower, current with zero line.Timing wave: 1,000
cycles.
Figure 35.Direct-current corona discharge characteristics.Electrodesslender, sharp
point to plane; spacing, 10.2 cm.Point positive, plane grounded; E 43.2kv.,
I40 microamp. Upper, radio noise; lower, current with zero line. Timing wave:
1,000 cycles.4-
TYPE I'
Polarity: Negative.
Current: 49.6 MUA
TYPE 3
Polarity: PosItive.
Current: 4/5MIJA
Figure 36.Direct-current corona discharges.Electrodes: 60point to plane; spacing: 10.2 cm. Voltage: 44.0 kv.48 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETINNo. 10
per second as compared with approximately 500 cycles per second in the
positive case.The amplitude of the negative impulses is considerably less
than that of the positive.Again, the radio interferenceiswellsynchro-
nized with the current impulses although somewhat less regularly so than
in the positive case.
For the very low discharge currents, it was observed occasionally
that in the negative case also a tendency toward the musical note is pro-
duced by the interference in the radio receiver.When the voltage is
Figure37.Direct-current corona discharge characteristics. Electrodes:60'point to plane;
spacing,10.2cm.Point negative, plane grounded;E = 16.6 kv., I 3.0mlcroamp.
Upper, radio noise; lower, current with zero line. Timing wave:1,000cycles.
increased to higher values, the negative impulses lose their individual dis-
tinction.In the case of most types of points, the interference becomes
veryerratic,sometimes risingto high values and then dropping off to
practically nothing only to rise again, perhaps to intermediate values, as
,the voltage is slowly changed.
The oscillogram of Figure 38 compares with that of Figure 31 in that
the points and discharge currents were identical, with polarities reversed.
In the positive case, the radio-interference peaks were much higher than
in the negative case although the latter condition seemed to give the more
irregular interference.Close observation will bring out the fact that the
current wave in the negative case is made up of a continuous value plus a
heterogeneous succession of current impulses. A great many of these
impulses will be observed to start in the positive direction.In other
words, the average current is negative, but many of the impulses are in
such a direction as momentarily to reduce the current rather than increase
it as is practically always the case with positive polarity.This revers1
phenomenon was particularly evident for the larger values of discharge
current when the oscillograph screens were observed visually. The cath-
ode-ray oscillogram of Figure 40-C indicates the erratic character of the
negative discharges for currents well above the threshold value.
In the experithental work with negative discharges, the 60-degree
point was practically the only one that could be depended on to give
finiteradio-interferencecharacteristicsof any regularity whatever.
Furthermore, points that were made of steel or copper were rapidly al-PREcIPITATIoN-STATIc RADIO INTERFERENCE 49
tered in their characteristics by oxidation and positive ion bombardment.
Points constructed of tungsten gave much better results for operation
over long periods of time.
Figure 38. Direct-current corona discharge characteristics. Electrodes: 60' point to plane;
spacing, 10.2 cm. Point negative, plane grounded; E = 36.2 kv., I = 28.3 microamp.
Upper, radio noise; lower, current with zero line. Timing wave: 1,000 cycles.
An oscillogram of the sharp, slender point operating at 39 micro-
amperes negative is shown in Figure 39.This oscillogram compares with
that shown in Figure 35, the difference being only in polarity.Again,
there is no perceptible radio interference and the current contains no
apparent ripple.It should be explained that the slight appearance of
radio interference was due to an extraneous disturbing factor, foreign to
the test set-up.
3. Cathode.ray oscillograms. For the purpose of studying the instan-
taneous character of the point-discharge currents, a 2,000-volt cathode-ray
oscillograph having a 5-inch blue fluorescent screen was connected across
the resistor R2in the circuit of Figure 28.In this case, the power output
tube and its circuit were disconnected. A circuit producing a single
logarithmic sweep of the electron beam was provided, and the vertical
deflector plates were connected directly acrossR5. A biasing potential having
the lowest possible capacitance to ground was provided for centering the image
on the screen.
In order to make possible an analysis of the individual impulses
occurring in the discharge current, it was necessary to employ a sweeping
speed great enough to carry the image completely across the screen in
approximately 200 microseconds.The image of the trace was conse-
quently extremely faint, but by employing a camera having a lens opening
of F/1.5, together with Eastman Super XX panchromatic film, it was
possible to obtain weak photographic records of these traces.Figure 40
contains four cathode-ray oscillograms taken with this equipment. A
60-degree point spaced 10.2 cm from a grounded plane was used for each
of the records.
Figure 40-A shows an individual positive impulse together with the
steady ion-migration component of the discharge when the average cur-
rent flowing from the point was 8 microamperes. The time scale given50 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETINNo. 10
under Figure 40-B is common to all of the oscillograms shown.Careful
measurements made on the positive impulse of Figure 40-A indicate that
the current increased from its steady value to the peak of the impulse in
approximately 0.8 microsecond. The time to decay to one-half value was
7.4 microseconds.The crest of the impulse represents approximately
45.5 microamperes total, of which 37.5 microamperes were in the impulsive
component.Figure 40-B shows the effect of placing a resistance of 10
megohms in the discharge circuit as near the point as possible.In this
case, the current required approximately 3 microseconds to rise to the
crest of the weaker impulse, and 13.5 microseconds to return to one-half
value.
£AkAAAAAAAAAAAkAAkAAAAAAAAA£ALAAAAAALAA
Figure39.Direct-current corona dischargecharacteristics.Electrodesslender,sharp
point to plane; spacing, 10.2 cm.Point negative, plane grounded; E 38.5Isv.,
I = 39.0 microamp. Upper, radio noise; lower, current with zero line.Timing wave:
1,000 cycles.
It is indicated that the resistor not only reduced the crest value of
the impulse and increased its time of duration, but also reduced the rate
of propagation of the ionization streamer that produced the impulse, thus
reducing the steepness of thefront ofthe wave.Itisshown laterin
Section XII "Nature of Radio Interference Arising from Corona Discharges"
that this resistance, because of the reduction in the rate of rise of the front of
the impulses, results in a material decrease in the radio interference produced
by the discharge.
Figure 40-C illustrates the erratic but impulsive character of the nega-
tive discharge from the same point, in this case producing a current flow
of 10 microamperes.The greatest impulse attained its crest value in
approximately 0.5 microsecond and returned to half value in 5 micro-
seconds. The rate of rise of the negative impulses is accordingly shown
to be extremely great, even exceeding that of the positive impulses. The
erratic behavior of the negative discharge, in that the impulses may
actually overlap, is clearly shown.
Figure 40-D shows that the 10-megohm resistor practically completely
removed the impulsive character of the negative discharge.The oscillo-
graphic trace has now become merely a wavy line, showing, however, a
few somewhat abrupt breaks.As would be expected, the radio inter-PRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 51
ference produced by this discharge was a great deal less than that created
by the discharge of Figure 40-C.
It is shown that in every case, both positive and negative, even with
no external resistance in the discharge circuit, the impulses were critically
damped, that is, there were no oscillations produced in the discharge
circuit due to the current impulses.The Duddell oscillograph, accord-
ingly, is shown to have given a reasonably good qualitative record, al-
though the quantitative indications were not so good as might be desired
due to the frequency limitations of this type of oscillograph.
4. Characteristic Curves. A series of discharge-current and radio-
interference data was taken on each of several different types of elec-
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Figure 40. Cathode-ray oscillograms of point discharge currents.Electrodes: 60° point to
plane; spacing, 10.2 cm.Polarity: A and B, point positive; C and D, point negative.
Current (average): A and B, 8 microamp; C and D, 10 microamp.Discharge re-
sistance: A and C, zero; B and D, 10 megohms.52 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
trodes. These data are given in Tables 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, Appendix
V. The discharge characteristics of a 30-degree conical point-to-plane are
shown in Figure 41.Itis indicated that the negative currents were
considerably higher throughout the entire range than the positive, and
thatthe negative radio interference was veryerratic.The character of
the discharge occurring during this test was Type 1' for the negative and
Type 2' for the positive. Type 2', it should be explained, is somewhat a
combination of Types 2 and 3, the long ionization needle of the Type 2
discharge being somewhat shortened and surrounded by a halo approach-
ing the Type 3 characteristic.This type occurs frequently in the transi-
tional period between the Type 3 and Type 2 discharge. The radio inter-
ference produced by the Type 2' positive corona is of consistent character
and, in general, is much more severe than that obtained from the same
point operating at the same voltage but of negative polarity.
The performance of the 45-degree point is shown graphically in
Figure 42.It is similar in most every respect to the 30-degree point. The
discharge is again Type 2' throughout most of the range, although at the lower
voltages a Type 3' appeared. This type of discharge is somewhat a combination
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Figure 41.Direct-current point discharge characteristics.Electrodes: 300 conical point
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of the Type 1 and the Type 3 discharges in that the plume forms very close to
the point, there being only a very short, concentrated streamer connecting the
point to the diminutive plume.
The dischargecharacteristicsofthe60-degreepointarcshownin
Figure 43. The currents and positive noise were somewhat similar to those given
by the sharper points, but the negative radio noise in this case was reasonably
consistent, although considerably less severe than the positive. The discharges
for this point were a pure Type 3 for the positive and a Type 1', with diminutive
negative plume, for the negative.
The very interesting and useful discharge characteristics of the sharp,
slender point are given in Figure 44.It is shown that the currents for
this electrode were the highest of all the different points tested, but the
radio interference, with the exception of one very weak disturbance at a
relatively low voltage, was zero throughout the entire range.During
practically all of the tests with this particular point, no interference was
obtained on either polarity over the entire voltage range.The data
indicating a small amount of interference were included on this particular
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curve because on one occasion a minor disturbance did occur in that
region.
No attempt was made to formulate a mathematical law of the dis-
charge current as a function of voltage, spacing, and point configuration.
Such a study is sufficiently involved to warrant special consideration.
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plane.Spacing: 10.2 cm.
For both polarities and for all of the different types of points, it is indi-
cated, however, that the discharge currents in the region near the thresh-
old voltages are an approximate parabolic function of the voltage above
the critical disruptive value.For the higher voltages, these currents
approach a linear function of the point potential.It is indicated also
that the sharpness of the point as well as the type of discharge has a
definite bearing on the currents. As the points are made sharper; that is,
as the included angle becomes less, the discharge current for both polari-
ties becomes greater.For all of the conditions employed in these tests,
the negative currents were observed consistently to be higher than the
positive.PRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 55
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XI. MECHANISM OF DISCHARGE
The foregoing curves and oscillograms point clearly to the nature
and mechanism of high-voltage, direct-current discharges from points.
Again, as in the case of alternating-current corona discharges from con-
ductors, space-charge phenomena are controlling factors in the point-dis-
charge mechanism (8), (9), (13).
When the discharge electrode is positive, and of a blunt-backed type
such as the 60-degree conical point, a general ion migration seems to
account for a continuous flow of current between the point and the ground
plane.Positive streamers composed of electron avalanches periodically
project into space from the point, creating relatively immobile positive-
ionspacechargeswhichmomentarilyreducethegradientsandblock
further ionization until they have become reduced in intensity to the point
where succeeding streamers can develop.Since the entire point is some-
what symmetrical, creating a localized region of high electric field con-
centration surrounded by a relatively large background shield, the phe-
nomena repeat with definite regularity.The frequency of repetition as56 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
well as the intensity of the streamers depends largely on the voltage and,
therefore, on the current being discharged from the point.These indi-
vidual positive streamers are responsible for the current impulses super-
imposed upon the otherwise relatively steady flow of current.
In the case of the sharper points with a less effective backing, the
space charges do not build up with such definite regularity, and the posi-
tive streamers are of a more random character. The orderly repetition of
current impulses does not, therefore, occur.
Surrounding the end of the extremely sharp point having a long
slender shank, the positive space charge seems to build up to a stable
equilibrium and remain there over a wide range of discharge currents.
This space charge, with its internal gradient falling off rapidly from the
point outward, blocks off the development of any positive streamers,
and, hence, no current impulses occur.
In the case of the negative polarity, the positive-ion space charges
are established in the region of high potential gradients and tend to move
in toward the point of discharge. As they approach it closely, the voltage
gradients build up to the point where further impulsive discharges occur.
This mechanism results in the extraction of large numbers of electrons
from the electrode and its vicinity.For low values of negative discharge
currents, these electrons move outward with relatively low velocities and
create, momentarily, a neutral or even negative space surrounding the
point.As more remote ions move in, the positive space charge is again
established, and the process is repeated. These phenomena result in the
negative current impulses appearing in the circuit between the plane and
ground (see Figure 40-C).At the higher voltages, however, the clouds
of electrons are projected with much higher velocities and result in the
rapid creation of high positive space charges that actually block off, mo-
mentarily, the passage of more electrons out into the interelectrode space.
Hence, the current appearing in the ground circuit tends to drop off
abruptly as each of these high positive space charges is created, thus
resulting in apparent positive impulses on the negative current flow. As
these positive space charges move in toward the ionization point, break-
down occurs with great abruptness, and hence the fronts of the current
impulses are exceedingly steep although the impulses themselves are not
always large in magnitude.Professor Loeb and his associates have done
considerable work upon the physical nature of these ionization phenomena
and have studied certain phases of the subject in great detail (13).
Two of the most interesting characteristics brought out by the above
tests are as follows:
1. A sharp, slender point can be caused to discharge positive or nega-
tive electricity in amounts up to at least 40 or 50 microamperes
per point without creating any appreciable radio interference at
frequencies up to several megacycles.
2. Rough points, which microscopically are sharp points with rather
blunt backing, produce the most severe negative radio interference
and also produce the musical-note type of positive interference.
It is proposed to carry on more extended studies of the high-voltage
point-discharge phenomena.It is particularly important that the radio-
interference characteristics in the ultrahigh-frequency region be examined.PRECIPITATION- STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 57
XII. NATURE OF RADIO INTERFERENCE ARISING
FROM CORONA DISCHARGES
The nature of direct-current point discharges, as brought out by the
oscillographic study outlined in the previous section, gave a very definite
clue to the mechanism of the radio interference produced by such dis-
charges.It was evident that the disturbances were created by the steep-
wave-f ront current impulses.Particularly in the low-current, positivedis-
charge studies, it was obvious that each impulse was accompanied by a
heavy shock in the radio.
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The essentials of the circuit employed in these tests, so faras the
coupling to the radio field-strength set was concerned, are given in the
diagram of Figure 45. The electrical equivalent of this circuitas it might
be set up for a deliberate low-frequency study is shown in the same figure.
In the actual circuit the input to the radio receiver is through an induc-
tive coupling between the circuit carrying point-discharge current and the
parallel-resonant antenna circuit of the radio receiver. The waves at the
left of the discharge point indicate what might be expected of the voltage
appearing on the point and also on the space charge surrounding the
point, indicated in the diagram by the arc of a circle, as the recurrent
impulses develop.
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The impulsive currents, in flowing to ground through such an induc-
tively coupled system, induce transient voltages in the antenna circuit of
the radio receiver.These voltages drive the tuned antenna circuit into
oscillation at its natural period, and since each resultant oscillation has a
definite decrement due to circuit losses, the high-frequency disturbance
carried into the radio-frequency amplifiers is effectively modulated and
appears in the output circuit as a surge of energy. The intensity of this
surge depends on the amplitude of the oscillation induced in the antenna circuit
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Figure 47. Antenna to grounded-point pick-up.
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by the steep-wave-front current impulse.Since the induced voltage is equal
to Mdi/dt, the steepness of wave front of the current impulse, as well as
its magnitude, influences this voltage. A current impulse of high ampli-
tude and steep wave front, therefore, would be expected to induce a severe
oscillation in the tuned antenna circuit of the radio receiver and a result-
ant heavy surge in the output.
In many cases of radio disturbances produced by point discharges,
the coupling of the discharge point and of the space charge surrounding
that point to the radio antenna is capacitive.This type of circuit is illus-
trated in Figure 46. Here again the individual current impulses occurring
in the discharge circuit produce similar, although much smaller, current
impulses in the primary of the antenna-circuit coupling coil.The same
mechanism, therefore, applies in this case as in the former with respect
to the transient excitation of the tuned radio-frequency circuits.The
equivalent circuit for low-frequency studies of this type of interference
pick-up is given in the same figure.
In case the discharge occurs from a grounded point, or from one at
the same potential as the radio receiving equipment, toward a high-voltage
space or plane, the circuit of Figure 47 applies.Again, the current im-
pulses have their counterpart, due to capacitive coupling, in the primary
of the antenna coil.This is the condition most frequently encountered in
aircraft precipitation-static radio interference.
1. Impulse excitation of oscillatory circuits. Itis evident that in
every practical case, the coupling of the radio receiver to the discharge
circuit is such as to cause steep-wave-front currents to pass through the
primary of the antenna-coupling transformer when similar currents appear
in the corona-discharge circuit.The subject resolves, therefore, into a
study of the impulse excitation of oscillatory circuits.
An equivalent circuit for such a study is given in Figure 48.In this
case the quantities R, L, and C are the constants of the circuit of an
impulse generator. The mutual inductance M, coupling the impulse gen-
erator to the oscillatory circuit, is assumed to be very small relative to L,
and hence a negligible amount of the disturbance created in the oscillatory
circuit is fed back into the exciting circuit. The quantities R', L', and C'
are the constants of the oscillatory circuit.
If the key in the exciting circuit is raised to the upper position, the
capacitor C is charged by means of the battery to a certain voltage.If
this key is then depressed, the capacitor will discharge through the circuit
composed of R, L, and M, and if R is greater than the critical value, this
discharge will be impulsive in character. Such an impulse will cause the
same type of voltage to be induced in the oscillatory circuit as the discharge
impulses in the high-voltage point-discharge circuits cause to be induced
in the tuned antenna circuit of the radio receiver. The oscillatory circuit
should, therefore, respond to the impulse excitation in a manner exactly
similar to that in which the high-frequency circuits of the radio receiver
respond to the impulses in the antenna circuit.
The complete circuit of Figure 48 has been treated mathematically in
Appendix II and curves derived from equation (1) are given in Figure 49.
These curves indicate the wave shape of the currents created in the excit-
ing circuit of Figure 48 for different values of the quantities R and L.
The capacitance C and battery voltage remain constant.Solid curve
number 1is the result of relatively low inductance and low resistance.PRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 61
Solid curve number 2 is the result of the same inductance as wasused
for number 1 but with R increased by a factor of four.Solid curve
number 3 is the result of the same resistance as was employed for number
2, but with the inductance multiplied by eight.
The dotted curves show the voltages that the respective current
waves would inject into the oscillatory circuitthrough the mutual induct-
ance M.It will be observed that waves number 1 and number 2 induce
the same maximum voltages but have much different times of duration,
L
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Figure48.Impulse excitation of oscillatory circuit.
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Figure49.Impulse current waves. Influence of resistance and inductance in discharge
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number 2 being the shorter. Wave number 3 induces a very much lower
voltage with a relatively long time of duration. The general equation of
these voltages is 2, Appendix II.
When such voltages are induced into the oscillatory circuit, the poten-
tials resulting at e are given by equation (7).As long as the resistance
R' is kept below the critical value, these potentials will be oscillatory in
character.The amplitude of the oscillation will be determined very
largely by the character of the voltage induced in the oscillatory circuit
by the mutual inductance, M.
The waves of Figure 15 were calculated by means of equation(7),
Appendix II, and illustrate the types of oscillatory voltages appearing at e
when the three different impulsive currents of Figure 49 are caused to flow in
the exciting circuit. The amplitude of the voltage produced by impulse wave
number 1is relatively large. Wave number 2 results in a somewhat smaller
voltage at e while exciting wave number 3 produces an oscillation of the lowest
amplitude of all.Of particular interest is the fact that the introduction of
higher resistance in the exciting circuit, resulting in impulse current waves of
lower amplitude, produces correspondingly lower amplitudes of oscillation at e.
Of further interest is the effect of increased inductance in the excit-
ing circuit.The introduction of this higher inductance at L, together
with the same resistance at R as was employed for impulse wave number
2, results in a current wave of essentially the same maximum amplitude
but of greatly reduced steepness of front.The relative amplitudes of
oscillatory waves number 2 and number 3, Figure 50, illustrate the effec-
tiveness of this reduced steepness of front of the exciting impulses in
producing lower amplitudes of oscillation at e (Figure 48).
These results can be summarized briefly as follows:
1. The steepness of front and amplitude of the impinging impulse
have a direct influence on the magnitude of the oscillation induced
in the tuned circuit.
2. The steepness of descent of the tail of the impulse, if it occurs at
approximately one-half period of the resonant circuit, has a direct
influence on the amplitude of the oscillation.
3. The area under the impulse-current wave for the first one-fourth
period of the oscillatory circuit has a direct bearing on the magni-
tude of the induced oscillation.
4. Resistance in the discharge circuit, since it cuts down the amplitude
of the current impurse and therefore the average rate of rise of the
wave from zero to crest, reduces the amplitude of the induced
oscillation.Figure 40 illustrates this property oscillographically.
Since resistance does not change the initial rate of rise of the front
of the impulse, its effect is most pronounced for the lower oscilla-
tion frequencies.
5. Inductance in the discharge circuit, since it reduces the steepness
of front of the current impulse, tends to cut down the amplitude
of the induced oscillation.
The above analysis and summary indicate that not only resistance but
also inductance in the high-voltage point-discharge circuits should be
effective in reducing the impulse excitation of the tuned antenna circuit
of the radio receiver.This analysis again indicates that the type of radio
interference produced by these high-voltage discharges is of impulse exci-
tation character, the only high-frequency oscillations appearing in generalPRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 63
being those set up in the antenna circuit of the radio receiver, at the
frequency for which it is tuned, by the impinging inipulse.*It is evident,
therefore, that any operation upon the interfering circuit that will eliminate or
will lessen the amplitude and reduce the steepness of wave front of the indi-
vidual current impulses will result in improved radio interference characteristics.
(See also Section XVI) It is also evident that as the resonant frequency of the
tuned input circuit of the radio receiver is increased to the high and ultrahigh-
frequency regions, the amplitude of the induced oscillations created by the cur-
rent impulses will decrease to a marked degree. For a given radio-receiver
sensitivity, then, much less interference would be expected from the high-
voltage point discharges in the high and ultrahigh-frequency regionsthan
in the normal and low-frequency bands.Recent experience with ultra-
high-frequency equipment has borne out this prediction.
The influence of discharge resistors and inductors on the radio-inter-
ference characteristics of point discharges was examined experimentally
and typical results are given in Table 16.The same data are presented
graphically in 1'igure 51. A 50-degree conical point was employed, and
the series resistance changed from zero to two megohms and the series
inductance from zero to 37.2 millihenrys. A reduction of more than 50
per cent in the radio interference wasproduced by the two-megohm
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In Certain Cases parts of the circuit carrying the discharge currents are driven into
Complex, damped high-frequency oscillations and interfering energy is radiated directly.
This mechanism, however, is believed to be the exception rather than the rule, particularly
in direct-current corona phenomena.64 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
resistor. A further 50-per-cent decrease followed the introduction of the
inductance. The inductor employed was not of a particularly good radio-
frequency type, but it did verify the analysis and result in a definite
improvemeht in the radio-interference characteristics.
It is evident that the introduction of large amounts of resistance and
inductance, with a minimum of distributed or shunt capacitance, in the
high-voltage circuit as close as possible to the discharge point will result
in minimized radio disturbances.Certain precautions, however, must be
employed in using these resistors and inductors.Reference to the circuit
of Figures 45, 46, and 47 will show that the voltage of the point may be
expected to change abruptly with each impulsive discharge when resistors
and inductors are incorporated in the discharge circuit. To prevent these
sudden changes of voltage from inducing current impulses in the radio
antennas, some form of shielding about the point might be necessary.
XIII. RADIO RECEIVING ANTENNAS
Energy-abstracting devices for radio-receiving equipment fall into
three general classes:
1. The extended-conductor or open-wire antenna.
2. The simple-loop antenna.
3. The shielded-loop antenna.
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The extended-wire type responds to the traveling electromagnetic
wave and isalso sensitive to any electricfieldinitsvicinity.The true
wave of electromagnetic radiation is composed of equal electric and mag-
netic components, and the voltage induced in the open antenna isessen-
tiallythe same asthatcreatedinspace by the passage of the wave.
Inductionfields,preponderantlyelectricor magnetic,canbecausedto
exist,however,buttheirspace coverageisrelatively very limited.An
extended-wire antenna in the presence of these induction fields will
respond to both types (Appendix III).
The unshielded-loop antenna may be either a balanced or an unbal-
anced type.In the latter case, the ioop will respond to both magnetic
and electric radiation and induction fields.The magnetic response is
essentially by transformer action. The electric-induction response is due
principally to charging currents flowing through the loop circuit to
ground.
The balanced ioop responds well to magnetic excitation, again by
transformer action, butis very insensitive toelectricexcitation.In this
case, the charging currents due to electric fields flow to ground equally
in both directions through the loop, thus effectively cancelling any pick-up
that might result.If the midpoint of this balanced loop is grounded, a
similar cancelling of electric-field pick-up will occur.
The shieldedradioloop, when shielding,iscomposed of a broken,
metallic tube surrounding the turns of the loop and is balanced to ground,
is responsive only to the magnetic field.In this case, any changing
electric field terminating on the ioop produces currents that are con-
ducted to ground in practically equal magnitudes and in opposite direc-
tions around the two parts of the shield.Consequently, no potential is
induced in the loop proper due to these charging currents flowing to
ground. Any improvement in the shielding design that will tend to main-
tain a balance between the charging currents flowing to ground through
the two sides of the shield will be beneficial in itsresults.The cross-sec-
tion of the shield itself seems to present a short-circuited area to the
impinging electromagnetic signal waves and has some undesirable attenu-
ating effects on the received signal.This condition undoubtedly could
be improved considerably by properly laminating the shield in a direction
parallel to its minor axis.
XIV. THE SHIELDED-LOOP ANTENNA
It was brought out very definitely in the sections on flight research
and ground tests that the shielded loop possessed marked advantages
over the extended-wire antenna in its ability to discriminate between the
desirable signal and undesirable "static" interference.This feature has
been known for several years, particularly as regards effectiveness with
certain types of static, and it has been employed advantageously in a
number of fields.Its effectiveness in the attenuation of precipitation static on
aircraft is due to the fact that this static interference originates funda-
mentally as a high-voltage low-current discharge phenomenon.The
electric fields associated with these discharges are necessarily intense
while the magnetic fields, due to the relatively feeble character of the
currents, are very weak.
It has been shown that the discharge currents are composed of steady66 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
values with superimposed double-exponential impulses.Such currents may
be represented by a complex series of multiple-frequency waves. These
waves will produce true electromagnetic radiations.Since the alternating
current components are very small, however, the radiation fields, which
are functions of the currents, necessarily will be weak.The electric
induction fields, on the other hand, are relatively intense because the
voltages involved are of the order of several thousand, and the distances
from the source of the interference to the antennas are not great. As a
matter of fact, for the normal radio frequencies these distances are only
of the order of a small fraction of a wave length. An open antenna should,
therefore, respond strongly to the electric fields in the vicinity of the corona
discharges,and weaklytothemagneticfieldsaccompanying thesedis-
charges (Appendix III).
The properly shielded loop, on the other hand, as has been shown
in the previous section, rejects the electric induction interference and accepts
onlythemagneticfield.Thismagneticexcitationhasessentiallytwo
components (Appendix IV). The firstis that of induction, which varies
directlywiththecurrent andinverselyasthesquare ofthedistance
fromthesource.Thesecondisthatofradiation,whichnotonly
varies directly with the current but also with frequency, and inversely as
the first power of the distance. The well-known radiation and induction
equations indicate that these two components of the field are of equal
intensity at a distance from the radiator equal to the radiated wave length
divided by 2r (Appendix IV).
In the case of the normal beacon receivers, the wave length is of the
order of 1,000 meters and the distance of equality between the magnetic
components of the induction and radiation fields is approximately 159
meters.At distances of the order of 10 to 50 feet from the source of
interference, the radiation component of the magnetic field would then be
expected to have a value of the order of 2 to 10 per cent of that of the
induction component. The shielded loop will respond to this resultant
magnetic field even though it is weak, and at short distances the response
to the induction component will predominate. The strength of interference
pick-up in the shielded loop should then vary almost exactly as the inverse
square of these short distances from the interference source.This law has
been found to apply in some tests conducted in their Chicago Laboratories by
the Communications Staff of the United Air Lines (10).
The interference pick-up of the open antenna due to its exposure to
theintenseelectricfields,should be expected to be great.Itis shown
in Appendix ITT-A thattheelectricpick-upofsuch an open antenna
from an essentially localized source should be a function of the voltage
of the source, and for the intermediate distances chosen, should be a func-
tion of the approximate inverse cube of the distance from this source.
This prediction is also borne out by the results of the United Air Lines
tests referred to above.
1. Improvement of shielded loop. The problem of reducing the inter-
ference pick-up of the shielded loop is primarily one of removing the
source of disturbance as far as possible from the loop, taking advantage
of the inverse-square law, and of reducing as much as possible the ampli-
tude and wave front of the individual current impulses in the discharges.
The relative sensitivities of the shielded loop and open antenna to
corona-discharge static suggest a possible means of further improvementPRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 67
in the ioop characteristics. The charging current flowing in the antenna
or ioop shield due to electric induction is proportional to and, at that point,
is in phase with the magnetic field emanating from the conductor inducing
the electric field.Hence, the voltage-inducing capacity:
di dc5 M= K.
dt dt
If an arrangement were established whereby a small amount of this
charging current were caused, by mutual induction, to inject a voltage
into the shielded-loop circuit equal to and in phase opposition to the loop
output due to the corresponding magnetic field, a complete cancelling
action would result.
A small, open antenna, such as an isolated area in the extremity of
the loop shield, could be connected through a shielded lead-in and a var-
iable, reversible mutual inductor to the loop output circuit.Such an
antenna could be made to have a very weak signal response while retain-
ing its sensitivity to the interfering electric field. By proper adjustments
of the mutual inductor, the small magnetic induction voltages of the loop
could be cancelled in the output circuit by the voltages obtained from the
charging current.
Since the loop has a definite directional sense to interference as well
as to signals, the above arrangement would be most effective if the source
of the principal interference could be localized in a definite plane.
The use of this device in connection with crossed loops seems to offer
good possibilities.
It would probably be necessary to control the coupling inductor from
the receiver control panel in order to obtain the proper balance for dif-
ferent conditions.
Experimental work has shown that the corona-discharge-static re-
sponse of an unshielded, unbalanced loop, with one end of the loop
grounded, may be less, for certain loop positions, than that of a completely
shielded loop (10).
This characteristic is probably a demonstration of the cancelling
action described above. The charging current flowing to ground through
the loop conductors induces a voltage in phase opposition to that of nor-
mal loop pick-up when this loop has a certain orientation with respect to
the interfering source.If the loop is rotated 180 degrees, the two voltages
are placed in phase conjunction and increased interference intensity
results.
If the electric and magnetic components of the fields impinging upon
the loop and antenna arrangement described above produce voltages of
equal magnitudes, as in the case of electromagnetic waves, the cancelling
action would remove not only the interference but also the signal.It will
be shown, however, in the next section, "Electric and Magnetic Induc-
tion," that at short distances from high-voltage interfering sources, the
electric component may be much greater than the magnetic and hence
only a relatively weak open-antenna response will be required.
XV. ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC INDUCTION
The subject of voltage and energy abstraction by electric and mag-
netic induction, in the case of conducting elements of simple geometries,68 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
is one that lends itself rather readily to a mathematical analysis.In
Appendix III such an analysis has been made. The simple geometries
of a straight, overhead conductor inducing voltage and power in loops
and conductors parallel to the first element were chosen.These condi-
tions simulate, to a limited extent, the case of a loop antenna receiving
voltage and energy by magnetic induction from a radiating conductor,
as well as the case of an extended antenna receiving voltage and energy
by electric induction from the same conductor.In the final analysis,
examples were chosen in which the only current flowing in the inducing
conductor was that due to its voltage, frequency, and capacitance to
ground. The open-circuit voltage and maximum energy obtainable from
the inductively coupled circuits were then computed.
In the case of a radio receiver, the antenna circuit is one of parallel
resonance, and since the grid circuit of the first stage of the radio-fre-
quency amplifier is of extremely high impedance, the over-all impedance
of the input circuit is high. Although it takes energy to drive this circuit,
the response is more a matter of the voltage induced in the input circuit
than of the maximum energy available at that point.
For a pick-up loop of the same length as the inducing conductor, Equa-
tion45, Appendix III,gives the open-circuit voltage of magnetic induc-
tion.It will be observed that this voltage is a function of the square of
the frequency.For loops of shorter length than the inducing conductor,
butlocatednearthedrivingend,Equation51,AppendixIII,applies.
Again, the voltage is a function of the square of the frequency.
The open-circuit voltage induced electrically on an extended, parallel
conductor by the potential on an inducing conductor, is given in Equation
24,AppendixIII.This equationindicatesthattheinducedvoltageis
independent of frequency and is dependent only upon the voltage of the
inducing conductor and upon the interconductor and ground capacitances.
The maximum power that can be obtained by magnetic induction
from thefull-length loop illustrated in Figure 52isgiven by Equation
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47,AppendixIII.This equationis complex but containsfactorsindi-
cating that the power varies with the cube of the frequency and the square
of the voltage. For loops of fractional length located near the driven end
of the conductor, this equation becomes 53, the power being still a func-
tion of the cube of the frequency and the square of the voltage.
In the case of electric induction employing the circuit of Figure 53,
the maximum power availableisgiven by Equation 40,AppendixIII.
This equation indicates that again the power is proportional to the square
of the voltage, but this time to only the first power of the frequency.
From the above equations, it is evident that at relatively low frequencies
the voltage and power induced electrically may be much higher than that
induced magnetically, whereas at high frequencies the exact reverse of
these conditions may be obtained.
In Appendix III, examples are worked out for the purpose of deter-
mining the voltages and powers to be obtained from certain conductor
arrangements and frequencies. The conditions of the examples are given
in Appendix III.For the full-length loop, magnetic pick-up at 100 cycles
per second, the open-circuit voltage is only 4.33 x 10volts, whereas the
electric open-circuit voltage is 2.18 x 10 volts. With the frequency raised
to one megacycle, the magnetic voltage becomes 4.33 x 10 volts, and there
is no change in the electric potential.It is shown that the induced open-
circuit voltages are identical at a frequency of 7.08 x 10 cycles per second.
If the pick-up ioop only is reduced in length to 1 per cent of its for-
mer value, the magnetic voltage at 100 cycles per second is 8.59 x 10
volts.At1 megacycle this voltage becomes 85.9 volts.Under this
condition, to obtain the same voltages from both electric and magnetic
inductions the frequency must be raised to 5.03 megacycles.
The maximum power obtainable from the full-length loop by magnetic
induction at 100 cycles per second is shown to be 9.4 x 10watts, whereas
this power becomes 9.4 x 10watts when the frequency israisedtoI
E
A
A 2r
1
h1
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megacycle. The maximum power obtainable by electric induction from
the full-length conductors at 100 cycles per second is 2.69x 10.2 watts,
and if the frequency is raised to 1 megacycle thispower becomes 269
watts.The frequency for equal maximum powers by both types of
induction becomes 1.69 x 10 cycles per second.For the short pick-up
conductor and loop, but with full-length inducing conductor, the maximum
powers become equal at 1.09 x 10 cycles per second.
If the short pick-up loop is retained, but the inducing conductor is
reduced to 4 per cent of its original length, namely to fourmeters, the
frequency for equal power by both types of induction becomes 3.11x 106
cycles per second. The induction voltages become equal at 26.8x 10°
cycles per second (Appendix III, Equation 81).Itis thus necessary, for
this condition, to raise the frequency to relativelyvery high values to
bring about voltage and power equalities by the two types of induction.
These results indicate further that in the ultrahigh-frequency fieldthe
high-voltagecorona-dischargedisturbancesshouldbeagreatdealless
severe.It is even questionable if the shielded loop will show itsgreat
noise-suppressing property in the ultrahigh zones.
The foregoing analysesindicatethatelectricaldisturbancesthatare
fundamentally of a high-voltage character may be expectedto create a
much greater response in a nearby radio receiver driven byan open
antenna than in one that is driven by a shielded or balanced loop.As
has been noted previously, these conclusions are in exact accord with
those obtained experimentally.
XVI. CONTROL OF ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES FROM
AIRCRAFT
Since at present it appears impossible to prevent the accumulationof
electric charges during flight through certain storm conditions,corona
discharges from extremities of the aircraft of necessity mustoccur when
thepotentialdifferences betweentheseextremities and thesurrounding
atmosphere become sufficiently high. It has been shown that these dis
charges will produce interference in the normal-frequency radio receiving
equipment on board the aircraft unless they are so controlledas to pre
vent the appearance of random, steep-wave-front current impulses.
It is probable that some discharging action is obtained through the
medium of the ionized exhaust gas from the engines.It has been sug-
gested that further discharging could be produced by projectingan ionized
solution into the atmosphere from the charged airplane. Suchmethods
at present seem inadequate, however, and apparently it isnecessary to
resort to some ionization device to maintain the proper potential equi-
librium.
A conductor trailing from the tail of the airplane and terminating
in one or more sharp, slender points would be expectedto discharge con-
siderable energy to the region immediately surrounding thepoints.It
has been shown that such sharp, slender points produce discharges,regard-
less of polarity, which for low and intermediate values ofcurrent are free
from the disturbing current impulses. To guard against interferencefrom
other types of discharges that might form in the vicinity of thesepoints,
it would be well to supply the trailing or projecting conductorswith
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There are many conditions of flight through severe storm areas where
a single trailing conductor on a very large airplane would not provideadequate
discharging capacity.In those cases it would be desirable to have point dis-
chargers of the sharp, slender variety, with resistive and inductive wave-front
suppressors, on the wing tips and probably also on the nose of the airplane.The
wing-tip electrodes, and possibly also other discharge points at the ex-
tremities of the vertical and horizontal fins, might be of either a trailing or
projecting type. Other sharp projecting edges and points on exposed
parts of the airplane then should be carefully removed.
Discharge electrodes of other than the sharp, slender type can, under cer-
tain conditions of operation, be made to function satisfactorily.Continuous,
heavy ionization at these discharge points, such as can be produced for example
by the projection of an ionized liquid, by relatively low-voltage direct-current
arcs or by high-voltage, radio-frequency arcs, willresult in the elimination of
current impulses and their accompanying radio disturbances. The performance
of such rather complicated devices under high-velocity air movement conditions
is uncertain.
It is probable that under some conditions of heavy charging, the
radio transmitting antenna may go into corona. To avoid such a possi-
bility in a final clean-up this antenna might be equipped with a moderately
heavy rubber insulation. Such insulation would have the effect of reduc-
ing the potential gradient at the surface of the conductor and would
thereby increase the voltage required for ionization.
The end to be worked toward is that of allowing sufficient energy to
be discharged from the controlled points to keep the potential of the plane
low enough, with respect to the surrounding atmosphere, to prevent dis-
charges from occurring elsewhere.
The propellers may be found to be serious offenders. In that event,
it might be necessary to ground the engines to the fuselage of the ship
only through high-resistance and inductance suppressors. It would not be
impossibletoconnect thepropellerbladestothe hubelectricallyonly
through similar suppressors.
Exposed, normally insulating surfaces such as windshields and deicer
boots can be made electrically conducting and thus the accumulation of
sufficient charge on such surfaces to cause sparking over to metal supports can
be prevented.
It has been suggested that it might be beneficial to excite all of the
controlled discharge points on the airplane by means of a high-voltage
oscillator, thus causing the discharge to occur periodically, permitting
radio reception to be effective during the dead periods. The actual devel-
opment of this scheme seems physically difficult, but it might be expected
to give positive results.
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XVIII. APPENDIX I
Elementary Directive Radio Antennas
The following discussion applies toan antenna composed of two equal-
height vertical radiators driven at thesame frequency.
With reference to the diagram of Figure 3, the relativeinstantaneous radiation field strength at point Pon the horizon under conditions of per-
fect transmission is:
Where:
fpbsin8+asin (0 ±/3--360)
x
= b sinO + a sin (0 + P 360 cos cc) (1)
x
relative instantaneous field strength.
brelative field strength at P from vertical radiator "b".
a = relative field strength at P from vertical radiator "a".
0angle of progression of last positivewave front past P ("b"
radiation), degrees.
Pphase angle between driving voltages of "a" and"b', de-
grees.
ddistance between radiators, meters.
1dcoscc
Xwave length of radiation, meters.
cc = angle which radius vector joining P andcenter point of line
between radiators makes with plane of towers;counter-
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Equation1applies accurately only when the distance from radiators
to point P is great relative to d, the tower separation.
The value of 0 for maximum instantaneous resultant radiation at P
can be obtained by differentiating Equation 1 with respect to 0 and equating to
zero.
df I - b cos8+ a cos(8 +/3 --360)
dO A
b cos8+ a Jcos 8cos (/3 360)
L A
sin 0 sin(/3--360)1 0 (2)
AJ
Equation (2) divided by cos8gives:
b + a cos (/3 - - 360)
A
- a tan 0 sin (/3 - - 360) = 0 ' (3)
A
Then:
tan 9m
b + a cos (/3 - - 360)
A
a sin (/3 -360)
A
d
b + a cos (/3 360 cos o)
A
d asin(/3_360cosa:) (4)
A
Where:
Om8 for maximum resultant radiation.
For equal values of a and b:
d
0m=(180$+360cos0) (5)
A
and:
fpm2bSifl0m (6)
relative maximum instantaneous radiation (total) at "P."
XIX. APPENDIX II
Impulse Excitation of Oscillatory Circuits
With reference to the diagram of Figure 48, the current flowing in
the exciting circuit is a double exponential of the form:
E
ii - e_(t)t amperes (1)
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The voltage eg introduced by induction into the oscillatory circuit is
of the form:
diiME
egM (ba)g(b)t +(b+a)c>t (2)
dt 2bL
Where:
E = impulse-generator excitation voltage
e= 2.718
R
a
2L
R2 1 / R2 1
b(------) when>
4L2 LC 4L2 LC
L>> M
The quantities R, L, and C are the constants of the exciting circuit in
ohms, henrys, and farads, respectively.
Since the sum of the voltages around the oscillatory circuit must
equal the applied voltage:
eR + eL +e'0 eg
or
di 1 f'
R'i+ L' - + idt = eg (3)
dt C'
in whichR',L', and C' are the constants of the oscillatory circuit in ohms,
henrys, and farads, respectively.
Equation 2 substituted in 3 and differentiated gives:
d2i di i L' - +R' - + -
dt2 dt C'
ME
I(ba)26)t(b+a)2
g_(b*i)t (4)
2bLL I
This equation can be solved by methods given in any standard textbook
on differential equations (6).
The solution of the above differential equation is
MEr(ba)26(b-)t (b+a)26-(h-.)t
2bLL'L(ba+a)2 + b'2(b+aa')2 + b'2
r K,1
+(K21 +K22)gtfl Lb't + tan_] (5)
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in which
R'
a' =
2L'
/ 1 R'2\ / 1 R'2
b'= (when>----
L'C' 4L'2 \ L'C'4L'2
L' >> M
K, and K, = constants of integration.
The voltage appearing across the capacitance of the oscillatory circuit
(which is usually the voltage applied to the grid of the first detector or
radio-frequency amplifier in a radio receiving set) may be found from an
integration of Equation S thus:
ec'=__J'idt (6)
The result of this integration between the limits indicated, since
at t= 00,ec' = 0, is:
ME 1(ba)
(b_)t (b+a)eI>t
ec'= I +
2bLL'C' L (ba+a')' + b"(b+aa')' + b"
El /K',+K',\ +1 -(
L C' \ a'2+ b" /
b'K, + a'K,
sinb'ttan' ) I I (7)
L b'K2a'K,,'JJ
From the condition that at t = 0,i = 0, from Equation 5 the follow-
ing expression for the integration constant K, can be obtained:
2ME [a' (b'a') + a (b" + a'2)]
K,= (8)
LL' [(ba+a')' + b"] [(b+aa')' + b"]
Further, from the condition that att ,ec' = 0,the relation is
obtained:
b'K, + a'K,
ar D
ME E (b'a') + (a"+b")
(9)
LL' L [(ba+a')' + b"] [(b+aa')' + b"] I
From these last two relations, K, and K, can be computed.76 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
It can be shown by manipulation of Equations 8 and 9 that
and that
/ b'K1 + a'K,
tan' I\ b'K,a'Ki
= tan'
b' [(b'a') +(a" +b")]
[a'(b2a') + (a"+b") (2aa')]
(10)
r K'1 +K',-1b'K, + a'K,
La" + b"] a" + b"
csc (11)
Hence the constant in the expression for the capacitor voltage cc' in
Equation 7 may be computed by using Equations 10 and 11.
XX. APPENDIX III
Voltage and Energy Abstraction by Induction
In the analytical study of certain interference-rejecting properties of
theshielded-loopradioreceivingantenna,itishelpfultoanalyzethe
general phenomena of magnetic and electric induction. The same analysis
is also helpful in the study of inductive coordination between power and
telephone circuits.
To a very large extent in the case of radio receiving equipment and
to a lesser degree in telephone circuits, the output response is a function
of the voltage induced in the input circuit. A certain amount of input
power is also necessary.In the case of radio receivers, however, the
input circuit is one of parallel resonance, which approaches infinite im-
pedance and zero power. The output of this resonant circuit is to the
high impedance grid of a vacuum tube, leaving the over-all input im-
pedance very high in its order of magnitude.
In the following analysis the inducing conductor is assumed to be
parallel to the pick-up conductors. Equations 3, 10, 23, 24, 44, 45, and 51 give
induction voltages.It will be noted that in the case of magnetic induction the
voltage is a function of frequency, current in the inducing conductor, spacing,
and length. The magnetically induced voltage due to charging current in the
inducing conductor is a function of the frequency squared, the voltage and
length of the inducing conductor, the length of the pick-up loop, and the
spacings. This latter condition similates, in a way, the case of a radio receiving
loop in the field of a high-frequency conductor.
In the case of electric induction, the open-circuit voltage is independent
of frequency and length(where the lengthisnot too short)and isa
function of effective interconductor capacitances and of the voltage on
the inducing conductor. These capacitances can be expressed in terms
of spacings and conductor sizes as in Equations 32 and 34.
The maximum power that can be obtained by induction is given in
Equations 20, 21, 22, 39, 40, 46, 47,52, and 53.It will be noted that the
maximum power of magnetic induction is a function of the frequency, thePIIEcIPITATI0N-SmTIc RADIOINTERFERENCE 77
square of the length of the pick-tip loop, the square of the current in the induc-
ing conductor, the square of a spacing factor, and is a reciprocal function of the
self-inductance of the pick-up loop.
In the case of electric induction the maximum power is a function of
the frequency, the voltage of the inducing conductor squared, the effective
capacitance between the two conductors squared, and is a reciprocal func-
tion of twice the sum of the effective interconductor capacitance plus the
effective ground capacitance of the pick-up conductor.
The maximum power of magnetic induction clue to charging current
inthe inducing conductorisgiven by Lquation 53.In thiscase, which
again simulates in a way the case of a radio receiving loop in the field of
a high-frequency conductor, the power is a function of the cube of the
frequency, the square of the length of the loop, the square of the voltage
and length of the inducing conductor, the square of a spacing factor, and
is a reciprocal function of the self-inductance of the loop.
It will be noted that the power of electric induction variesdirectly
with frequency, whereas that of magnetic induction due to charging cur-
rent varies as thecubeof the frequency.
1. Magnetic induction. Consider the circuit of Figure 52. The flux
in the loop D-D' due to the uniform current iin the long, straight con-
(luctor A is (neglecting ground reflections):
f
x, x,1
0.2i 'I'dSdXO.2iSInX
x
x,' 0.2iSln (1)
xl
Where length of loop is S and induction intensity at point X is:
0.2i
H
x
In air:
0.2i
B = cgs lines /cm2
x
Then the voltage induced in the loop is:
dq5d
e,, = 10W' volts
dt
X',
0.2 I, cos 0 In 2rf Sb-' (2)
xl
(iTm sin 0)
0.4 Srf = l0' Tm In volts effective (open circuit) (3)
xl
Where Tm is the crest value of the sinusoidal current in conductor A, f is
the frequency, and S is the length of the loop in centimeters.78 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
The current in the loop D-D' is:
Ed Ed
Id == amperes effective
ZdV R2L + 2'rfL',
Where L, is the self-inductance of the loop.
When:
IdRL = Id (2TfL,) = 07O7 Ed,
the power delivered to the resistance Rb is maximum.
The self-inductance of the ioop D-D' is (neglecting ground reflec-
tions)
L = -. 108 henrys / cm
Id
Where:
b b-rd
= 0.2I +./"1
dX
= 0.21, in X'- in(bX)
rd 0
rb 0.21d In in
Lri b
b
0.4L In -
rd
lines per centimeter length of loop,
where ra is the radius of conductors D and D'. (5)
S
Hence, whenis large (and considering only flux external to the
b
conductors):
b
L, = 0.4 in -. 10' henrys / loop cm (6)
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Where the length of the ioop is not great relative to its breadth, an
extra term must be added to Equation 6 to care for the inductance of the end
connections. Then, approximately, for low frequencies:
r b b
= 0.40s(2.303 long - - + 0.25)
L rI S
5 -I + b(2.303 log - - + 0.25) I10henrys (7)
ri bI
The exact equation for the inductance of a rectangle in free space is
I:
r 2Sb
L2=0.921(S + b log S log(S +g)
L. rd
Where:
b log(b+g)]l0 + 0.40 [(S ± b)
+ 2 (g + rd) 2 (S +b)1 10-shenrys (8)
g = (S2 + b2)1
= 0.25 for low frequencies in air.
2. Influence of ground reflections. Equations 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 apply
strictly only when the conductors are suspended above a ground plane of rela-
tively poor longitudinal conductivity; that is, when the ground currents resulting
from magnetic flux penetration are negligible. This condition is generally true
in practice.If the earth, or reference plane, is perfectly conducting, however,
no flux penetration can exist, and reflection occurs from the earth surface. This
reflection, in its influence on the flux at point X produced by the current in A,
can be simulated by the image conductor A carrying the current Iin the
opposite direction, the whole system being immersed in free space.
Then:
x,I
0.2i
xz
0.2i dX+Sf
x,1x2
= 0.2i S in -
xIx,2
(9)
Equation 9 indicates that ifh2 andh3are small compared toh1,''
approaches two timescd.Also, if the perfectly conducting ground is far
removed,X2approaches X2' and Equation 1 obtains.
The loop voltage given by Equation 3 now becomes:
x,1x2
E'd(0.4rf51 in ) 10volts effective (10)
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This is the open-circuit voltage of the loop when conductor A is carrying
effective current I.
The self-inductance of the loop is also influenced by its proximity to
the conducting ground plane.This influence can be simulated by an
image ioop D-D' carrying the current U in the opposite direction. The
effect is again one of magnetic flux reflections.
The self-inductance of a loop, the plane of whichis normal to the
ground plane, is then:
L'-. 10_S henrys/cm (11)
Id
Where:
b bra
'=0.2Id
f
2h3+b 2h3+2b
1 1 -dx" +--dx" x,,,
2h5 2h3+b
Eb rd 2h3+ b 2h,+2b
= 0.2I
Iinin -in + in
Lra b 2hi 21i5+b
rb 4h,(h3+b)
= 0.461 Id logI ()'
Lr, (2h3 +b)5
lines per cm length of loop (12)
Then, from Equations 11 and 12 (considering only flux external to conductors
before reflection):
b 4h,(h, + b)
L' = 0.461 log
2 I10
ri (2h, + b)'J
henrys per loop cm. (13)
If the plane of the loop is not normal to the ground plane, Equation 13
becomes:
rb 4h,h,
L'50.461 log
I(_)2 110_s (14)
Lr d22 + (h + h5)2I
where d2 is the distance between the vertical projections on the ground
plane of the two sides of the loop D-D'.
Unless otherwise noted, the above equations for induced voltage and
self-inductance apply with good accuracy only when h1, h2, and b are small
relative to S and S'.
Equations 7 and 8 only, include the influence of the internal flux of the
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3.Loop end effects. When the loop is short relative to its breadth b,
an end fringing-effect term must besubtracted fromEquations 13 and 14.
This term is, approximately
L0= O.41i
log [
b I 4li,(h3+ b) \
(2113 +hP)l r,i
b
log(_)2
ru
10henrys (15)
Under the same conditions an additional term must beaddedto these
same equations to care for the inductance of the end connections. When
tile quantities b/ru and s'/rd are large, this term is approximately
I S.
L =b(0.921 log + 0.1) 0.4S'10 henrys (16)
L r j
The Sum of Equations 13 or 14 and 16, minus 15, gives a total inductance
that is a slight amount too small. A closer approach to the exact value might be
obtained by using the average of the above sum and tile value given by Equa-
tion 8.
4. Maximum power. The resistance for maximum power abstraction
is, from (2a)
RLm2rfL
(IdERmax.) (17)
where:L3SL8, the total self-inductance of the ioop.
Also, since the negative self-inductance drop is one component of the
total voltage induced in the loop:
IdRLm = 0.707 Ed
0.707 Ed
________- (18)
RLm
The power PLm dissipated in the resistor is:
0.5E2
I2uRLm Watts
RLm
1r X'112
= I0.4STfIm In
I10-
4RLmL x1J
1E
0.4SnfI In 10' (19)
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Then, from Equations 6 and 17
x,1
0.723 Sf (Ilog)2
x,
PLm = 10watts (20)
blog
rI
for the maximum dissipation condition.
When the conductors are near a perfectly conducting plane, from
Equations 10, 14, and 17, Equation 20 becomes:
x'1 x2
1.45 f S 12(log
)2
x1 x'
P'Lm = . 10watts (21)
r-b 4h2h,
logi (__)2 (
L rd d22 +(h2 + h3)2
For any total self-inductance L of the pick-up loop D-D' having
length S' parallel to A, Equation 21 becomes:
x'lXI
0.667 f52J2(log
)2
X1 X'2
P'Lm = l0watts (22)
5. Electric induction. Consider the circuit of Figure 53. With switch
Sopen, the voltage induced electrically on conductor B by the potential
E on conductor A is:
Cb
Eb=E (23)
Cb +Ch
This potential is independent of frequency.In the following analysis,
the effective values of C5 and Cb, for switch Sopen and closed, will be
determined.
From the theory of thepotential3it can be shown that:
XI
log
XI
Eb=E (24)
2liilog
r
From Equation 23:
EbCb
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The only dielectric flux emanating from B is that which enters B
from A.IfX1is large relative to h2, and h2 large relative to rb, the total
flux leaving B is:
= 2rbD coulombs (26)
where rb is the radius of conductor B and D is the flux density at B. This
statement is true only when the potential of B isequal to its space
potential due to A.
The field of A is then relatively undisturbed by the presence of B.
The same flux both enters and leaves B.
The effective capacitance of B to ground is then:
Cb farads (27)
Eb
From the theory of the potential:
2 h1t
D coulombs / cm2 (28)
2cr X1X2
Where:
2.41E
C2E = 10coulombs (29)
2h1log -
r
= total flux per cm from A to ground (neglecting end effect).
Then:
4.82h1E
D = 10 (30)
2h1
2cr X1X2 log
r
Equations 26 and 30 substituted in 27 give:
1.53 ri, h1E
Cb .10'3farads/cm (31)
2h1
EbXlX2log
r
From Equation 24:
1.53 rt, h1
Cb = 10' farads / cm (32)
x2
X1X2 log
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Equation 31 substituted in 25 gives:
1.53 r haE
Cab= 1Ofarads/cm (33)
2h1 (EEb) XaX2 log
r
From Equation 24:
1.53 ri,h1
Cab= 103farads/cm (34)
2h,X1
X1X2log
rX2
Where:
X,[(h1h,)e+d']1 (35)
X,[(haha)2+d]1 (36)
The effective capacitances Cb and Cab remain essentiallyconstant,
when X, is large compared to h2 and E is large compared to Eb,for small
changes of the potential of B from its space potential due to A.It can be
shown that for thiscondition, the maximum energy abstractionfrom A,
by the resistance R connected to B, occurs when:
R2 ohms (37)
2rf (Cab+Cb)
For Cb >> Cab, R2X2b and the current in R is equal to that in Cb.
The voltage drop across R is then 70.7 per ceht of the spacepotential
of B.
The current in the resistor is:
E
112e amp. (38)
Cb 1 1R2(1+)2+(
L Cab 2Tf Cab
The maximum power is:
P=I12R
E2
Cb
2'7Tf(Cab+Cb)
IR2(1+)2+(
L Cab 2crf Cab
watts (39)
Then, from Equations 37 and 39:
27TfC2ab E2
Pem watts (40)
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Equation40indicatesthatthe maximum poweravailableispro-
portional to the square of the voltage on A and to the square of the length
S' of the pick-up conductor B.
6. Relative induction magnitudes. If the only current flowing in con-
ductor A is that due to its capacitance to ground, assuming this current to
be led away transversely through the ground plane and assuming a
"nominal r"; that is, one-half the "charging" current fed in at each end of
A, the approximate current active in magnetic induction (Equations 3, 10, 20,
and 21) is:
E 2ITfCaE1 amperes (41)
2X, 2
where C is capacitance to ground of conductor A, is:
2.41
C 10farads / cm (42)
2h1log
r
Where X, andX'1are large relative to h2 andh3.
S
Then, when is large:
h1
7.57fE
I . 10amperes / cm (43)
2h1log
r
The voltage of magnetic induction from charging current is then,
from Equations 43 and 3:
x,1
2.19S2f2E log
xl
Ed = 10volts (44)
2h1log
r
In the presence of a perfectly conducting ground plane, Equation 43 sub-
stituted in 10
x,1x2
2.19 S2f2E log
x1x2
E'd 10° volts
2h1log
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The maximum power from magnetic induction due to charging current
from Equations 43 and 20 is:
x,1
4.14S2f3E2(log)3
xl
PLm = 10watts (46)
b 2h1 log(log)2
rI r
In the presence of a perfectly conducting plane, from Equations 43 and 21:
x'lxl
8.28S3f3E2 (log )2
x1x,2
P'Lm = 10watts (47)
2h1 rb 4h2h3
(log _)2 log
I(_)z
r L rd d22 + (h1 +h1)2
Equations 44, 45, 46, and 47 apply to full-length loops where S/h1 is so
large as to make end effects negligible.
For loops of fractional length S' the current in A, which is effective in
inducing voltage in the loop D-D', is very nearly:
I'=2flfC'aE (48)
sa
whereC'3is the capacitance to ground of A over a length of (S -)
cm. Hence:
S, 2.41 (S )
2
C'3 = .10farads (49)
2h1log
r
Then:
S, 1.51 fE (5 )
2
I' = 10amp. (50)
2h1log
r
The voltage of magnetic induction due to charging current (Equation 45)
then becomes:
S, X'1X2
4.37f2E S' (S-) log
2 X1X'2
E'd = 10° volts (51)
2h1log
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The maximum power of magnetic induction due to charging current
(Equation 47) for a ioop of fractional length S' is, from Equations 50 and 21:
S' X'1X2
3.31 fE2 S' (S )2 (log )Z
2 X1X'2
P'Lm = Ø-12 watts
2h1 b 4h2h3 1 (52)
(log _)2 logI(_)2
r Lr d22 + (h +h3)2
Equation 52 indicates that the maximum resistance power is a function of
the cube of the frequency, the square of the voltage on A, the length of the
pick-up loop S', and the square of the quantity (S0.5 S').
Equation 52appliestopick-uploopsin which theratiooflength
5' to breadth b is so great as to make end effects negligible. For any total
self-inductance L1of the loop D-D' having length S' parallel to A, Equa-
tion 52 becomes:
5' X'1X,
1.52 f3S"E2 (S )' (log
(53) l0° watts P Lm
2h1 L1 (log)
r
7. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Example I (Voltage)
Full-length loop, magnetic
Assume full-length pick-up loop (Figure 52) receiving voltage and
power inductively due to the charging current to ground flowing in the
inducing conductor.
Let:
h1 = 1,100 cm E = 100,000 V
= 100 cm S = 10,000 cm
=10 cm r = 0.5 cm
X1 = 1,000 cm r, = r,i = 10 cm
X'i1,090 cm b = 90cm
Xzz1,200 cm d = 0
1,110 cm f = 100 cps
Assume further: Ground-plane conductivity: infinite.
Then, from Equation 45:
131 X 101
2.19>< 108X 10'X 10 log
111 X 10
E'd 10
2,200
log
0.5
=4.33 X 1Ovolts (54)88 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
If the frequency is raised to 106 cps, Equation 54 becomes:
E' = 4.33 X 10 volts (55)
Full-length conductor, electric
If the loop is replaced by a single conductor of height h1, the voltage
of electric induction (Equation 24), is:
1,200log--
1,000
E5=106 -
2,200log-
0.5
2.175 X 10 volts (56)
Hence, if in (55) the frequency is reduced to:
r2.175 -1
I I1067.O8XlO5cps L 4.33]
the induced voltages are identical.
Short pick-up loop, magnetic and electric
If the inducing conductor is of length S but the length of the loop is
reduced to 100 cm = S', (Figure 52) the voltage of electric induction
remains unchanged but that of magnetic induction becomes, fromequa-
tion (51):
131 X 10
4.37 X 106 X 10>< 102)< 9.95>< 102 log
111 X 10 E'd= 10
2,200log -
0.5
8.59 X 10volts (57)
At 106 cps, Equation 57 becomes:
E'd85.9 volts (58)
To obtain the same voltage from Equation 57 as from electric induction,
Equation 56, the frequency must be raised to:
E2175 >< 101i f'= I 106
L85.91
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Example II (Maximum Power)
Full-length ioop, magnetic
Assume same conditions and circuit dimension as those given under
Example 1.
Then, from Equation 47, the maximum power that can be obtained from the
pick-up 1oop is:
E131X10412
828X1012X106X1010X Ilog
L
iiixio4
1I'- A-Il
U
r2,2002fl 904X 10210
L
1o____]log(__)2.
0.5 1 (102 + 10)2
4.28
11Y7
13.26 X 3.428
= 9.4 X 1O watts (60)
If the frequency is raised to 106 cps, (60) becomes:
P'1.,,, = 9.4 X 10' watts (61)
Full-length conductor, electric
If the 1oop is replaced by a single conductor of height h, and length
S, the maximum power of electric induction, Equation 40, is:
6.28 >< 10'C22b X 1020
P,,,, = watts (62)
2 (C,,b + Gb)
From Equation 34
1.53 X 1.0 >< 1.1 X 10')< l0
C,,h- 10
2.2>< 106
1.2 X 106 log
6 X 102
= 3.93 X 10" farads
From Equation 32:
1.53 X L0>< 1.1 X 10' X 10
Cb 10
1,200
1.2 X 106 log-
1,000
17.7 X 102 farads (64)
Then, from Equations 62, 63, and 64:
6.28 X 15.5
Pen, = l0_2
36.2
= 2.69 X 10 watts (65)90 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
If the frequency is raised to 10 cps, Equation 65 becomes:
106
P',,, = -. 2.69 X 10.2
102
269watts (66)
The frequency f' for equal maximum power by both types of induc-
tion can be obtained as follows:
fo f'
X 2.69 X 10' = ()' >< 9.4 X 10°
100 100
2.69 X 10f' =9.4 X 10'sflo
2.69 X 10f'-
9.4 X 10
= 2.86 X 1010
f' = 1.69 X 10' cps (67)
Short pick-up loop, magnetic
If the inducing conductor remains of length S but the loop is short-
ened to 100 cm = S' (Figure 52) the maximum power that can be obtained
by induction due to charging current in the inducing conductor is, frcm
Equation 53:
1.52 X 106 X 10 X 1000 X 9.9 X 100 X 5.17 X 10'
P'Lm = 10
L61X 13.26
watts (68)
From Equations 13, 15, and 16:
=[46.1log (8,100 X 0.33) 321
+[9o(o.921lo1oo+o.1)_4o10'h
= 2.61 X 10°h (69)
Then, from Equations 68 and 69:
P'Lm = 2.25 X 10' watts (70)
For a frequency of 106 cps, Equation 70 becomes:
100
P'LU, = ()'X 2.25 )<
102
225 watts (71)PRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 91
Short pick-up conductor, electric
If the short loop is replaced by a conductor of length S' and height h1,
the maximum power that can be transferred is, from Equation 40:
6.28 X 102 XC2bX 10°
Fern= watts (72)
2 (C +Cb)
From Equation 63: (S' = S X 102)
C,b= 3.93 >< 10' X 102
= 3.93 X 10" farads (73)
And from Equation 64:
Cb= 17.7 X 10' farads (74)
Then from Equations 72, 73, and 74:
6.28 X 102 X 15.5)< 10° X 10°
Pcm watts
2 X 18.1 X 10'
= 2.69 X 10 watts (75)
If the frequency is raised toioecps, Equation 75 becomes:
10'
P'ern= X 2.69 X 10' watts
102
= 2.69 watts (76)
The frequency f' for equal maximum power by both types of induction
is again obtained as in Equation 67 and is:
= 1.09 X 10' cps (77)
Short inducing conductor and short loop
As long as the inducing conductor remains substantially longer than
the pick-up conductor, the voltage and maximum power of electric induc-
tion remain unchanged. The voltage and power of magnetic induction
depend greatly upon the current in the inducing conductor, however, and
hence upon its length, the factor that determines its capacitance to
ground.
If the length S is reduced to 400 cm with S' unchanged at 100 cm,
neglecting end effects, the maximum power is from Equations 53 and 70:
100 (400 _)z
2
PLrn = )<2.25 X 1010 watts
100
(10,000 )2
2
= 2.8 X 10" watts (78)92 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
The frequency f' for equal power by both types of induction is now,
as in Equation 67:
f' = 3.11 >< 106 cps (79)
Thus a very high frequency is now necessary to obtain equal induc-
tion powers. A similar condition exists in the voltages.
From Equations 51 and 57:
100
400-
2
E'd X 8.59 X l0- volts
100 10,000--
2
3.02)<lO8volts (80)
The frequency f' for equal voltages by both types of induction is, as
in Equation 59:
2.175 X 10 f'(_. )i10
3.02
26.8XlO6cps (81)
XXI. APPENDIX Ill-A
The Approximate Variation with Distance of the Potential Induced
Electrically in Space by an Elevated, Charged Disc
From Equation 10, Appendix III, for long, straight conductors:
x2log
xl EbEvolts (1)
2h1log
r
If the conductor is curved into a circle to form the edge of a disc of
major radius R, the dielectric flux remains essentially unchanged in the
transverse plane, but diverges in the horizontal plane according to:
R
(2)
d
Where t is the flux at the induction point from a straight conductor and
d is the horizontal distance from the center of the disc to this point,PRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 93
Then, approximately:
xzlog
X1R
Eb=E
2h1dlog
r
Let: X1 = d = 450 cm
h1= 120 cm
X2 (4h2+ X21) = 510 cm
R20cm
r = 0.5 cm
Then, from Equation 3
(3)
510log-
450 20
EbE X = 8.8>< 10-4E (4)
240 450 log-
0.5
For d'900 cm
X',932 cm:
932log-
900 20
E'b=E=1.24X10E (5)
240900 log -
0.5
For d" = 1,800 cm
X"2= 1,819 cm:
E"b = 1.78 X 10E (6)
For d" = 225 cm
X"2= 329 cm:
5.52 >< 103E (7)
It will be observed that in each case, reducing the distance fifty per
cent increased the induction voltage approximately seven times. Hence,
within the range chosen, the electric induction pick-up from a concen-
trated source would be expected to vary inversely as approximately the
2.8 power of the distance. Experimental tests gave an exponent of ap-
proximately 3.2.94 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
XXII. APPENDIX IV
Electromagnetic Radiation and Induction
The magnetic potential at a point P in space is:
M iL
F= sinO gilberts, (1)
d d
Where M is the magnetic pole strength, d is the distance from the pole to
point F,iisthe current flowing in the elemental conductor,L, and0
is the angle between the axis of the conductor and the line joining P and
the center of hL.
The magnetic field intensity at P is the rate of change of F with
respect to d and is:
d(F)iL == - - sin0oersteds. (2)
dd d2
When the alternating frequency of iis great and distance d is ap-
preciable, there is a definite lag between the current i and the magnetic
potential at P. Then:
d Isin27Tf(t )
V
F = L sin 9 gilberts (3)
d (F)
andH=
dd
IL sin02ITfd d = cos 27Tf (t)
d2Lv v
ILsin9E d
Isin 2ITf (t )
d2L v
= lines per square cm in air (4)
The first term of Equation 4 is the radiation term and is dependent on the
current and the frequency, and inversely on the distance and the velocity
v of wave propagation.It reduces to:
2irfIL sin0 d
Hr = cos2lrf (t ) (5)
vd v
The second term is the induction term and is independent of fre-
quency. The velocity term enters only in the phase-position factor and
distance enters as the inverse square. It is:
ILsin9 d Hi - sin 2ITf (t ) (6)
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Integration of IL over the entire conductor (area under curve of
maximum currentdistribution along radiator,abampere-centimeters),since
HB in space, (assuming all current elements in phase), gives:
2IrfJdL
(I
Br sin 8 cos2?Tf (t ) (7)
vd v
and
pL
IIdLJo d
B1 sin8 sin 2?rf (t-----) (8)
The voltage induced by the radiation field in a conductor parallel to
the radiator and in such a position that a line joining centers of radiator
and conductor is normal to both, in free space is:
Br Er = 108v-
6.28ffidL
10' volts, effective, per meter (9)
d
Where: f cps
leeffective antenna current in element L, amperes
ddistance in centimeters.
The induction voltage corresponding to Equation 9 can be obtained as fol-
lows:
The "induction" flux per centimeter length passing the conductor, or
space, from zero to crest of sinusoidal wave induces the voltage per
cycle (crest to zero) and is,d
ØtfBdx (10)
V=cm
The average voltage during this I cycle is
e, f. 10
The effective voltage is
¶
E1 = e volts per cm (11)
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Equation 8 substituted in 10 gives
x+d
11 dL X J
m sin2f(t -)
Sin0 dx tlOa)
d x2
= 3 X
1010cm / sec
This equation can be integrated by the sine series.
If the inducting conductor is long compared to distance d and if the
current is uniform, Equation lOa becomes
x
4 X sin 2Tf(t--)
V
= 0.21m dx (lOb)
d X
The voltage induced in a loop of n turns, A sq cm area, in a line
normal to the center of the radiator and lying in the plane of the radiator
is (sides of ioop in close proximity compared to X)
d (Br)
Er=NA .108 (12)
dt
I'
NA 4ir'f2 sin 2rf (t ) 10
vd v
fiedL
=1.31 NA f2
.10' (13)
d
volts effective from radiation
Also: LJdL
E=6.28 NA f 10 (14)
d2
volts effective from induction
For a half-wave dipole in free space, with sinusoidal current distribution,
the radiation term Equation 9 reduces to:
60le
Er volts per cm (15)
d
Where: L=effective current at antinode, amperes,
and d=distance in centimeters.PRECIPITATION-STATIC RADIO INTERFERENCE 97
XXIII. APPENDIX V. TABLES 1 TO 16, INCLUSIVE
Table 1.RADIO COMPASS CALIBRATION ON PORTLAND RANGE AT WASHOUGAL, WASHINGTON
Boeing 247-D No. 365; belly loop, shielded.Reference standard, gyro compass.
Gyro compass (-9O) Radio compass Correction
Degrees Degrees
60 153 -3
70------------------------------------- - 162 -2
80 174 -4
90 182 -2
100 194 -4
110-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------198 +2
120 207 +3
130 218 +2
140 229 +1
150 238 +2
160 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 251 -1
170 264 -4
180 277 -7
250 342 -2
260 349 +1
270 356 +4
280 9 +1
290------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 18 +2
300 27 +3
310 32 +8
320 45 +5
330 60 0
340 70 0
350------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 82 -2
360 ------------------------- - 96 -6
Table 2. AIRPLANE DIschARGE CHARACTERISTICS, GROUND TESTS
Discharge electrode:Vertical rod 0.25in. diameter pointed, 11 in. from concrete floor.
Polarity of ship: Negative.
Background signal: Local signal generator, 0.5.
Series discharge resistance: R = 0.
Barometer, 29.8 in.; Temperature, 60F.; Humidity, 66%.
Antenna of Radio Receiver
Lower"V" Lower Loop,Shielded
Kilovolts ship to Point discharge Relative Point discharge Relative
ground (nominal) current Mu a radio noise Current Mu a radio noise
8 2.40
30------------------------------------------9 2.30 9 0.51
31 10 1.80 10 0.50
32---------------------------------------- 10 1.60 10 0.51
33---------------------------------------- 11 2.20 11 0.55
34----------------------------------------- 12 3.70 12 0.50
35 13 4.50 13 0.50
36 14 2.30 14 0.70
37---------------------------------------- 15 1.40 15 0.53
38 16 1.10 16 0.56
39 16 0.90 17 0.51
40 18 0.71 18 0.50
50 30 0.52 29 0.50
.60 46 0.53 44 0.50
70 64 0.55 64 0.50
80------------------------------------------84 0.65 85 0.50
90----------------------------------------- 110 0.90 110 0.5098 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
Table 3. AIRPLANE DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS, GROUND TESTS
Discharge electrode: Vertical wire 7.5 in. long, 0.007 in. diameter,3 in. from concrete floor.
Polarity of ship: Negative.
Background signal: Local signal generator,0.5.
Series discharge resistance: R0 and R=28 megohms.
Antenna of radio receiver: Lower "V".
Barometer, 29.8 in.; Temperature, 60'F.;Humidity, 66%.
R=0 R=28 megohms
Kilovolts ship to Point discharge Relative Point discharge Relative
ground (nominal) current Mu a radio noise current Mu a radio noise
30 58.0 5.1 52 0.8
40----------------------------------------- 114.0 5.4 98 1.1
50----------------------------------------- 184.0 5.6 152 1.5
60........................................ 260.0 6.0 210 1.9
70---------------------------------------- 340.0 6.3 280 2.1
80 460.0 6.5 360 2.4
90----------------------------------------- 580.0 6.7 460 2.6
50.0k 47
40.0 4.5
30.O 3.6
20.0e 2.8
15.0 2.2
10.0 1.7 ------
I
6.5 4.0
SOC 1.8
'Decaying
Table 4.AIRPLANE DISCHARGE ChARACTERISTICS, GROUND TESTS
Discharge electrode: Vertical wire 7.5 in. long, 0.007 in. diameter, 3 in. from Concrete floor.
Polarity of ship: Negative.
Background signal: Local signal generator, 0.5.
Series discharge resistance: R = 0 and R28 megohms.
Antenna of radio receiver: Lower loop, shielded.
Barometer, 29.8 in.; Temperature, 60'F.; Humidity, 66 %.
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
Kilovolts ship to
ground (nominal)
'Decaying.
R0 R=28 megohms
Point discharge Relative Point discharge Relative
current Mu a radio noise current Mu a
[radio noise
60 0.61 52 0.50
118 0.80 96 0.50
188 1.10 157 0.50
260 1.20 210 0.50
340 1.40 280 0.50
440 1.65 360 0.50
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Table 5. AIRPLANE DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS, GROUND TESTS
Discharge electrode: Vertical wire 7.5 in. long, 0.007 in.diameter, 7.5 in.from concrete
floor.
Polarity of ship: Positive.
Background signal: Local signal generator, 0.5.
Series discharge resistance: R=0 and R28 megohms.
Antenna of radio receiver: Lower "V'.
Barometer, 29.8 in.; Temperature, 60F.; Humidity, 61%.
R=0 R=28 megohms
Kilovolts ship to Point discharge Relative Point discharge Relative
ground (nominal) current Mu a radio noise current Mu a radio noise
30 14 0.50 i5 0.5
40----------------------------------------- 28 0.54 30 0.5
50----------------------------------------- 52 0.58 51 0.9
60----------------------------------------- 80 0.59 76 1.1
70......................................... 110 0.60 104 1.5
75----------------------------------------- 127 6.20
80----------------------------------------- 143 7.00 134 1.8
85----------------------------------------- 164 8.50 151 2.0
90 ......................................... 186 9.00 166 2.3
75 5.00 50 0.8
60 4.00 32a 0.7
35 3.00 21 0.6
22 2.00
14 1.00
'Decaying.
Table 6. AIRPLANE DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS, GROUND TESTS
Discharge electrode: Vertical wire 7.5 In. long, 0.007 in.diameter, 7.5 in.from concrete
floor.
Polarity of ship: Positive.
Background signal: Local signal generator, 0.5.
Series discharge resistance: Lower loop, shielded.
Barometer, 29.8 in.; Temperature, 60F.; Humidity, 61%.
R= 0 R=28megohms
Kilovolts ship to Point discharge Relative Point discharge Relative
ground (nominal) current Mu a radio noise current Mu a radio noise
30 15 0.5 14 0.5
40 30 0.5 30 0.5
50 52 0.5 50 0.5
60 77 0.5 74 0.5
70 108 0.5 105 0.5
75 122 0.8
80 145 0.9 136 0.5
85 160 1.1 150 0.5
90 180 1.2 163 0.5
100k 0.7
84 0.6
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Table 7.HIGH-VOLTAGE DIRECT-CURRENT POINT DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS
Electrodes: 30-degree conical point to plane.
Spacing: 10.2 centimeters.
Polarity: Positive.
Temperature: Dry bulb: 22.3°C.; Wet bulb: 18.0°C.
Barometer: 740.4 mm. mercury.
Voltage Current Relative
KV DC Mu a radio noise* Type discharge
9.5 ------------------------ .- 0.5 3.3 2'
11.0 1.0 3.3 2'
14.2 -------------- - 2.5 3.3 2'
18.5 5.0 3.3 2'
21.5................................... - 7.5 6.0 2'
24.6 10.0 13.0 2'
26.8 12.5 17.0 2'
38.5 15.0 29.0 2'
30.5 17.5 39.0 2'
32.3 ---------------- . 20.0 52.0 2'
34.0 22.5 68.0 2'
35.4 25.0 82.0 2'
37.5.................................................. .. 28.0 105.0 2'
38.6 30.0 123.0 2'
40.0 32.2 143.0 2'
41.5...................................................... 35.0 159.0 2'
43.0 -------------- . 37.5 182.0 2'
44.5....................................................... 40.0 200.0 2'
ERadlo gain 0.307.
Table 8.HIGH-VOLTAGE DIRECT-CURRENT POINT DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS
Electrodes: 30-degree conical point to plane.
Spacing: 10.2 centimeters.
Polarity: Negative.
Temperature: Dry bulb: 22.3°C.; Wet bulb: 18.0°C.
Barometer: 740.4 mm. mercury.
Voltage
KV DC
Current
Mu a
Relative
radio nose Type discharge
7.0 0.5 0 1'
9.0 1.0 0+ 1'
12.0......... 2.5 1.5 1'
15.9......................... 5.0 2.5 1'
19.5 ----------------------- - 7.5 3.5 1'
21.6...................................................... 10.0 4.5 1'
24.0 12.5 4.0 1'
25.9 15.0 5.0 1'
27.5 17.5 3.5 1'
28.8 20.0 3-30 1'
30.4 22.5 2.0 1'
31.4 ------------------------------------------------------- 24.5 10-40 1'
33.2------------------------------------------------------- 27.5 1.0 1'
35.0 30.0 1.0 1'
36.5 32.5 1.0 1,
37.8 35.0 1.0 1'
39.0 37.5 30-150 1'
40.0.......................................................39.5 6.0 1'
41.2 ------------------------- ---------------------------- 42.5 10-100 1'
42.3........................ 45.0 5.0 1'
43.8....................................................... 48.5 2.0 1'
44.7------------------------------------------------------- 50.0 2.0 1'
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Table 9.HIGH-VOLTAGE DIRECT-CURRENT POINT DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS
Electrodes: 45-degree conical point to plane.
Spacing: 10.2 centimeters.
Polarity: Positive.
Temperature: Dry bulb: 22.6°C.; Wet bulb: 18.0°C.
Barometer: 747.6 mm. mercury.
Voltage
KV DC
Current
Mu a
Relative
radio noise Type discharge
12.0 0.5 3.0 3'
12.5 1.0 6.5 3'
14.5 2.5 1613 3'
18.0 5.0 23.0 3'
21.6 ------------------------------- - 7.5 24.5 3'
24.5------------------------------------------------------- 10.0 36.0 2'
26.5------------------------------------------------------- 12.5 52.0 2'
28.5--------------------------------------------------------15.0 65.0 2'
30.0 17.5 85.0 2'
32.0 20.0 101.0 2'
34.0 22.6 124.0 2'
35.5------------------------------------------------------ 25.0 140.0 2'
37.0------------------------------------------------------- 27.5 153.0 2'
38.5 30.0 169.0 2'
40.0 32.5 182.0 2'
41.5 35.0 195.0 2'
43.0------------------------------------------------------- 38.0 208.0 2'
43.7------------------------------------------------------- 40.0 218.0 2'
°°Radio gain 0.307.
Table 10. HIGH-VOLTAGE DIRECT-CURRENTPoINTDISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS
Electrodes: 45-degree conical point to plane.
Spacing: 10.2 centimeters.
Polarity: Negative.
Temperature: Dry bulb: 22.6°C.; Wet bulb: 18.0°C.
Barometer: 747.6 mm. mercury.
Voltage
KV DC
Current
Mu a
Relative
radio noise Type discharge
12.5 0.5 1.0 1'
13.6 1.0 3.5 1'
15.6 ............................................. - 2.5 8.3 1'
18.5--------------------------------------------------------5.0 12.4 1'
21.2 7.5 15.7 1'
24.0 10.0 16.6 1'
26.0 13.0 16.6 1'
27.5--------------------------------------------------------15.0 15.7 1'
28.5 17.5 12.4 1'
30.0 20.0 15.0 1'
31.5 22.5 16.0 1'
33.0------------------------------------------------------ 25.0 16.0 1'
34.6 27.5 8.2 1'
36.0 30.0 50.0 1'
37.5 32.5 8.5 1'
38.0 34.2 167.0 1'
38.5 35.0 1.5 1'
40.0 37.5 4.0 1'
41.0 40.0 100.0 1'
44.0 --------------------------------------- .. 45.2 7.0 1'
44.5 ------------------------------------------------------- 48.0 5.0 1'
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Table 11. HIGH-VOLTAGE DIRECT-CURRENT POINT DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS
Electrodes: 60-degree conical point to plane.
Spacing: 10.2 centimeters.
Polarity: PositIve.
Temperature: Dry bulb: 23.0°C.; Wet bulb: 18.4°C.
Barometer: 757.1 mm. mercury.
Voltage
KV DC
Current
Mu a
Relative
radio noiseR Type discharge
10.0 0.1 0 3
13.5 1.4 15.5 3
15.5 2.8 34.0 3
22.3 7.3 53.0 3
28.1 14.5 75.0 3
32.5 19.7 90.0 3
35.8....................................................... 24.5 96.13 3
38.3....................................................... 30.6 97.0 3
40.5....................................................... 33.0 97.0 3
°°Radio gain 0.307.
Table 12. HIGH-VOLTAGE DIRECT-CURRENT POINT DISCHARGE CHARACTERtSTICS
Electrodes: 60-degree conical point to plane.
Spacing: 10.2 centimeters.
Polarity: Negative.
Temperature: Dry bulb: 23.0°C.; Wet bulb: 18.4°C.
Barometer: 757.1 mm. mercury.
Voltage
KV DC
Current
Mu a
Relative
radio nolse Type discharge
100 0.1 0 1'
15.5............................ . 2.0 5.5 1'
22.3 7.8 16.5 1'
28.1.......................................................17.5 25.0 1'
32.5.......................... . ........................... 23.8 30.0 1'
35.8....................................................... 28.8 30.0 1'
38.3....................................................... 35.0 30.0 1'
40.5....................................................... 37.3 40.0 1'
Radio gain 0.603.
Table 13.HIGH-VOLTAGE DIRECT-CURRENT POINT DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS
Electrodes: Sharp, slender point to plane.
Spacing: 10.2 centimeters.
Polarity: Positive.
Temperature: Drybulb:23.8°C.; Wetbulb:18.2°C.
Barometer: 745.1 mm. mercury.
Voltage
KV DC
Current
Mu a
Relative
radio noise Type discharge
7.0 0.5 0 1
8.8 1.0 0 1
11.2 2.0 0 1
13.5 3.0 0 1
16.5 5.0 0 1
19.7 7.5 0 1
23.2 10.0 0 1
26.0 12.5 0 I
28.0............................. .. 15.0 0 1
29.8 17.5 0 1
31.5....................................................... 20.0 0 1
34.8................... ... ................................. 25.0 0 1
37.0....................................................... 30.0 0 1
40.5------------------------------------------------------- 35.0 0 1
43.6....................................................... 40.0 0 1
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Table 14. HIGH-VOLTAGE DIRECT-CURRENT POINT DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS
Electrodes: Sharp, slender point to plane.
Spacing: 10.2 centimeters.
Polarity: Negative.
Temperature: Dry bulb: 23.8'C.; Wet bulb: 18.2'C.
Barometer: 745.1 mm. mercury.
Voltage Current Relative
KV DC Mu a radio noise" Type discharge
4.5 0.5 0 1
6.8--------------------------------------------------------1.0 0 1
9.8 2.0 0 1
11.0 3.0 0 1
12.7 4.0 0+ 1
14.2 5.0 0 1
16.5 7.0 1 1
18.7--------------------------------------------------------9.0 5 1
20.0 10.0 2 1
22.7 12.5 0+ 1
24.8 15.0 0 1
26.5 17.5 0 1
28.0 20.0 0 I
29.5 22.3 0
1 1
30.7 25.0 0 1
32.2------------------------------------------------------- 27.6 0 1
33.8 --------------- . 30.0 0 1
35.4 33.0 0 1
36.5 35.0 0 1
39.0------------------------------------------------------ 40.0 0 1
40.7------------------------------------------------------ 44.0 0 1
41.3------------------------------------------------------ 45.0 0 1
43.0------------------------------------------------------ 50.0 0 1
45.1 -------------------- . --------------------------------- 55.0 0 1
"Radio gain 1.75.
Table 15.DTJDDELL OSCILLOGRAPH AMPLITUDE RE5P0N5R CHECK
Duddell Cathode-ray Ratio: Duddell
Frequency oscillograph oscillograph to C. R. response
60 4.50 2.45 1.90
HF." 2.00 1.00
60 1.75 1.35 1.07
H.F." 1.60 1.15
60----------------------------------------------------------- 1.75 125 0.97
365 2.70
*DC corona discharge from 60conical point-various voltages.104ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 10
Table 16. HIGH-VOLTAGE DIRECT-CURRENTPOINTDISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS
Influence of Series Resistance and Inductance on Induced Radio Interference.
Electrodes: 50-degree conical point to plane.
Spacing: 10.2 centimeters.
Polarity: Positive.
Temperature: Dry bulb: 22.4CC.; Wet bulb: 18.UC.
Barometer: 745.0 mm. mercury.
Discharge
Voltage Current Relative resistance
KV DC Mu a radio noiseand inductance
16.8 3.9 42.3
27.9 13.5 71.0
33.5 21.0 89.0
41.0------------------------------------------------------ 33.5 119.0
16.6 3.7 11.1 -2 meg- 27.9-------------------------------------------------------13.5 22.2
33.7 21.0 34.5 1L-0 41.2 33.5 55.5
16.8 4.0 4.4 -meg- R-2 28.0 13.5 9.4 Iohms
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